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ACT 1 - Scene 1 

The stage is set in rhe I SJ70's style. The two 
aparrments are identical in every way. There are 
boxes all over the apartment. The deaf apartment 
is always brightly lit while the hearing apartment 
is somewhat dimmer. 

TOM and LAUREEN are in a drunken 
state. They are retllrning from their wedding D.e 1{ f 
reception. They are going to spend their first 
night together in their apartment. They are 
excited yet nervous. They are giggling 
constantly. They walk to the wrong side of the 
building. 

TIM and MAUREEN are in a drunken 
state. They are returning from their wedding 
reception. They are going to spend theirfirst 
night together in their apartment. They are 
excited yet nervous. They are giggling 
constantly. They walk to the wrong side of the 
building. . 

( !\o<;ej Tle.:.')h-bifl. ) 
The NNfrom upstairs is watching the 

entire incident. 

TOM: Here we are, home sweet home l Our first 
home together. I'm sure we wil! have many great 
years ahead of us.! 
TIM: Here we are, home sweet home! Our first 
home together. I'm sure we will have many great 
years ahead of us.! 

LAUREEN: (giggling) And m[1ny children, too! 
MAUREEN: (giggling) And m[1ny children, too! 

TOM: Oh yeah, the house will be full of 
children, running [111 over the pl[1ce! We'd better 
stop talking [1nd get busy or we will never have 
children! (tries to lInlock the apartment door) 
TllvI: Oh yeah, the hOllse wi]] be full of chi Idren, 
running all over the place. We'd better stop 
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talking and get busy or we will never have 
children! (tries to unlock the apartment door) 

LAUREEN: (giggling) Looks like we can't start 
on those children after all. Or should we do it 
here in the street? 
MAUREEN: (giggling) Looks like we can't 
start on those chi Idren after all. Or shou Id we do 
it here in the street? 

TOM: Great idea' We waited for three years 
while we were dating .... let's not wait any more' 
We can do it right now and to heck with the 
neighbors! (unbuttons Laureen's shirt) 
TIM: Great idea! We waited for three years 
while we were dating .... let's not wait any more! 
We can do it right now and to heck with the 
neighbors! (unbuttons Maureen's shirt) 

LAUREEN: (laughing) Stop, stop .... not here, 
not here ... you are embarTassing me' 
MAUREEN: (laughing) Stop, stop ... not here, 
not here ... you are embalTassing me! 

TOM: (laughing outloud) Oh honey .. .I'm only 
teasing. Wait a minute ... why can't I get this 
door open? 
TItvL (laughing outloud) Oh honey .. .I'm only 
teasing. Wait a minute ... why can't I get this door 
open? 

LAUREEN: (laughing hard) I know why ... We 
are at the wrong apartment! Our apartment 
number is #2, not #1. 
MAUREEN: (laughing hard) I know why ... We 
are at the wrong apartment' Our apartment 
number is #1, not #2. 
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TOM: (Looking closely at the door): Uh, oh ... 
we are on the wrong side of the building. Our 
apartment must be on the other side. Wow, we 
must have been drinking too much tonight l 

Tli\1: (Looking closely at the door): Uh, oh ... we 
are on the wrong side of the building. Our 
apartment must be on the other side. Wow, we 
must have been drinking too much tonight! 

LAUREEN: (giggling) Howembmassing! 
Good thing nobody's home. What a bad first 
impression to give our neighbors! 
MAUREEN: (giggling) How embarrassing! 
Good thing nobody's home. What a bad first 
impression to give our neighbors! 

TOM: Yeah! especially if we decided to do it 
right here on the doorstep! 
TllvI: Yeah! especially if we decided to do it right 
here on the doorstep! 

LAUREEN: You are so silly! But I love that 
about you! Let's go home, this time to our 
apartment. 
MAUREEN: You are so silly! But I love that 
about you! Let's go home, this time to our 
apartment. 

l'i'N: Ohhhhhh come-on .. do it .. just do it right 
now! 

As they walk to the other side (If the 
building, they are laughing and smoochinr;. They 
continue to fool around. 

LAUREEN: (teasingly) Ok, close your eyes. If 
you kiss me in the right place, you get the prize l 

MAUREEN: (teasingly) Ok, close your eyes. If 
you kiss me in the right place, you get the prize! 
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TOM: Oh you want to play games. I love to play 
games. Ok here I come! (closes his eyes and 
kisses LAUREEN on her chest) 
TIM: Oh you want to play games. I love to play 
games. Ok here I come! (closes his eyes and 
kisses/rJA UREEN on her chest) 

LAUREEN: (giggling) Stop that.! .. stop that! .... 
you are supposed to kiss me on my lips, not my 
BOOBS! 
MAUREEN: (giggling) Stop that ... stop that.. .. 
you are supposed to kiss me on my lips, not my 
BOOBS! 

TOM: Can I help it if you're so kissable? I want 
to kiss you everywhere. 
TIM: Can I help it if you're so kissable? 
I want to kiss you everywhere. 

LAUREEN: Naughty Boy ...... I'll give you one 
more chance ..... you have to kiss me right here on 
the lips to win the prize! 
MAUREEN: Naughty Boy ...... I'll give you one 
more chance ..... you have to kiss me right here on 
the lips to win the prize! 

NN: (putting on lipstick) come on baby .. kiss 
me 

TOM: Ready or not, here I come! (keeps on teasing) 
TIM: Ready or not, here I come! (keeps on teasing) 

LAUREEN: Remember, kiss me right here on 
the lips. If you do this right, you can go for the 
grand prize in the bedroom. Now close your 
eyes. 
MAUREEN: Remember, kiss me right 
here on the lips. If you do this right, YOLi can go 
for the grand prize in the bedroom. Now close 
your eyes. 
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LAUREEN/MAUREEN hump into each 
other and fall down. Meanwhile TOMlTfM miss 
their brides and kiss each other instead. 
LAUREEN/MAUREEN are stunned and horrified 
with what they saw. 

TOM: (spits and wipes his lips, then talks to Tim) 
What's the big idea, kissing me like that l I ought 
to bem the crap out of you light now I 
TITvf: (spits and wipes his lips, then talks to Tom) 
What's the big idea, kissing me like that! I ought 
to beat the crap out of you right now! 

NN: Fight! Oh I love fights! come on .... fight 
like a man! 

LAUREEN: (to Maureen) Watch where you're 
going. Are you drunk or something? (to 1t;m) 
Let's go home .. they're not worth it. 
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MAUREEN: (to Laureen) Watch where you're . 
going. Are you drunk or something? (to I;rn) Leh 10 {'oo)e ... 

/i1e'j II.. /10t we<1f! d. 
TOM: (to Laureen) Just a minute. I'm not done 
with this guy. (to Tim) You stupid asshole! 
(prepares to fight) 
TITvf: (to Maureen) Just a minute. I'm not done 
with this guy. (to Tom) You stupid asshole l 

(prepares to fight) 

LAUREEN: (pulls Tom away) Come on ... 
Remember our grand prize is waiting for us at 
home! 
MAUREEN: (pulls Tim away) Come on .... 
Remember our grand prize is waiting for us at 
hamel 

TOM: (to Tim) Well... ok hey you .... stay out of 
our way or you'll be sorry! 
TIM: (to Tom) Well... ok hey you .... stay out of 
our way or you'll be sorry I 



TOM/LA UREEN enter their apartment and 
stand behind the sofa TO kiss. They begin to laugh 
and STart to unload the sofa bed. Then They 
return behind the sofa to kiss some more. 

TIM/MAUREEN enter their apartment and 
stand behind the sofa to kiss. They begin to laugh 
and start to unload the sofa bed. Then they return 
behind the sofa to kiss some more. 

NN: (takes out a telescope and tries to see what's 
going on inside the apartment) 

TOM: Why don't we start getting ready for bed? 
(looks uncomfortahle and walks to the other side 
of the bed to take off his shirt) 
TIM: Why don't we start getting ready for bed? 
(looks uncomfortahle ar;d walks to the other side 
of the bed to take o.ff his shirt) 

LAUREEN: (appears uncomfortahle and 
embarrassed) ok ... um, hon? Wouldn't the night 
be just pelfect with some candles? Would you be 
a sweetheart and get us some? 
MAUREEN: (appears lIncomfortable and 
embarrassed) ok ... um, hon? Wouldn't the night 
be just perfect with some music? Would you be a 
sweetheart and put something on? 

TOM: (looks puzzled and a bit irritated) uh ... 
you want some candles? NOW') 
TIM: (looks puzzled and a hit irritated) 
uh ... you want some music? NOW? 

LAUREEN: Yes honey ... please') 
MAUREEN: Yes honey ... please') 

TOM: (starts 10 rememher and smile) No 
problem ... I think I have some candles somewhere 
here ... let me look in some of the boxes ..... . 
Yup ... I found some in this box. 
TIM: (starts to rememher and smile) No 
problem. .. I think I have some records 
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somewhere here ... let me look in some of the 
boxes ...... Bingo. 

LAUREEN: (Looks uncomfortable) Great.. 
MAUREEN: (Looks uncomfortable) Great.. 

TOM: (lights the candle and kisses the bride and 
walks back to his side of hed and continues to 
undress) 
TIM: (puts the record on and kisses the hride and 
walks back to his side of hed and continues to 
undress) 

LAUREEN: (tries to think of a good excuse to 
get him out of the house) Honey ..... well hmmm 
what about champagne? 
MAUREEN: (tries to think of a good excuse to 
get him out of the house) Honey ..... well hmmm 
what about champagne? 

TOM: What about it? 
TTh1: What about it? 

LAUREEN: You know .. we should have a toast 
for good luck! 
MAUREEN: You know .. we should have a toast 
for good luck! 

TOM: We had plenty of that at the reception. 
Many toasts were made for our good luck' 
TIM: We had plenty of that at the reception. 
Many toasts were made for our good luck! 

LAUREEN: Yeah but I want one last toast all by 
ourselves, for ourselves, on our bed! I want the 
night to be perfect. (crosses herfingers while 
Tom looks in boxes) 
MAUREEN: Yeah but I want one last toast all by 
ourselves, for ourselves, on our bed' I want the 
night to be pelfect. (crosses her fingers while 
Tim looks in hoxes) 
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TOM: (restrained smile) Ok, it is our wedding 
night and I want you to feel like everything is 
perfect. Let's see if we have any champagne in 
one of those boxes. 
TIM: (restrained smile) Ok, it is our wedding 
night and I want you to feel like everything is 
perfect. Let's see if we have any champagne in 
one of those boxes. 

LAUREEN: Maybe you should go to the store 
to buy some! 
MAUREEN: Maybe you should go to the store to 
buy some' 

TOM: (looks relieved) Nah, we've got some right 
here. Now everything is just right... candles, 
champagne and the most beautiful bride in the 
world. 
TIM: (looks relieved) Nah, we've got some right 
here. Now everything is just right ... music, 
champagne and the most beautiful bride in the 
world. 

LAUREEN: I hate to be such a pain ... but I can't 
drink waJm champagne. It will make me sick. 
Can you run to the store and buy some chilled 
champagne? pretty please? 
MAUREEN: I hate to be such a pain ... but I can't 
drink walm champagne. It will make me sick. 
Can you run to the store and buy some chilled 
champagne? pretty please? 

TOM: Well, ok since it's for you ..... We have 
waited so long, I guess we can wait a little longer 
to make things perfect. Anything else while I'm 
out? 
TIM: Well, ok, since it's for you ..... We have 
waited so long, I guess we can wait a little longer 
to make things perfect. Anything else while I'm 
out? 
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LAUREEN: (kisses TOM) No, that's all. I'll be 
waiting for you so please hurrrn·y! I will leave 
the light on for you so you won't get lost again. 
MAUREEN: (kisses TIkI) No, that's aIL I'll be 
waiting for you so please hurrrn·y! I will leave 
the light on for you so you won't get lost again. 

TOM: Ok, I'm out of here! (runs out of the 
apartment and bumps into TIM) 
TIM: Ok, I'm out of here' (runs out of the 
apartment and bumps into TOM) 

TOM: Watch out jerk! 
TIM: Watch out jerk! 

NN: Here .. here .... I have a chilled champagne 
right here' 

LAUREEN: (looks relieved that TOM is out of 
the apartment and starts to undress. She Rets into 
bed, turns off the light and waits) 
MAUREEN: (looks relieved that TIM is out of 
the apartment and starts to undress. She turns off 
the record player, gets into bed, turns off the light 
and waits) 
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NOSEY NEIGHBOR: 

Hello young lovers whoever you are 
I hope your troubles are few 
all my good wishes go with you tonight 
I've been in love like you 

be brave young lovers and follow your star 
be brave and faithful and true 
cling very close to each other tonight 
I've been in love like you 

I know how it feels to have wings on your heels 
and to fly down a street in a trance 
you fly down a street on a chance that you'll meet 
and you meet not really be chance 

don't cry young lovers whatever you do 
don't cry because I'm alone 
all my memories are happy tonight 

I've had a love of my own 
I've had a love of my own like yours 
I've had a love of my own 

After the song is finished, TOM runs back 
to the wrong apartment with a bottle of chilled 
champagne. As soon as the door opens, 
MAUREEN pulls sheet to cover her face. 

After the song is finished, TIM runs hack to 
the wrong apartment with a bottle of chilled 
champagne. As soon as the door opens, 
LAUREEN pulls sheet to cover herface. 

NN: Well, isn't this interesting? I can't wait to 
see what will happen! 

TOM: Here's your chilled champagne. I missed 
you while I was out. Now, where's that grand 
prize I've been hearing about. (jumps on bed and 
starts tickling) 
TIM: Here's your chilled champagne. I missed 
you while I was out. Now, where's that grand 
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prize I've been hearing about. (jumps on hed and 
starts tickling) 

MAUREEN: (laughs and then screams after 
seeing TOM) 
LAUREEN: (laughs and then screams afrer 
seeing TIM) 

TOM: Oops .. sorry, son·y, (grahs the hattie and 
runs out) 
TIM: Oops sorry, sorry, (grahs the hottle and 
runs out) 

TOM and TIM run past each other to reach 
their aparTments. 

NN: Stupid boy! Shame Shame Shame 

LAUREEN: (crying) Oh honey .... I'm so glad 
you are home ... Remember that guy we bumped 
into earlier? He just tried to get in bed with me a 
few minutes ago, it was telTifying. I didn't know 
what he would do! 
MAUREEN: (crying) Oh honey .... I'm so glad 
you are home ... Remember that guy we bumped 
into earlier? He just tried to get in bed wi th me a 
few minutes ago, it was telTifying. I didn't know 
what he would do! 

TOM: (turns on the light) (angrily) What? What 
was he doing in our bed? Who was that bastard? 
I'll kill him! 
TIM: (turns on the light) (angrily) What? What 
was he doing in our bed? \Voo was that bastard? 
I'll kill himl 

LAUREEN: I think it's our neighbor. 
Remember the guy who tried to kiss you? He was 
just here! He tickled me and tried to kiss mel 
MAUREEN: I think it's our neighbor. 
Remember the guy who tried to kiss you? He was 
just here I He tickled me and tried to kiss me! 
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TOM: That creep! .. he thinks he can just come 
in and sleep with you. First he tries to kiss me 
and then he wants to get in bed with my wife. 
That bastard! I ought to report him to the police. 
TTh1: That creep! .. he thinks he can just come in 
and sleep with you. First he tries to kiss me and 
then he wants to get in bed with my wife. That 
bastard! I ought to report him to the police. 

LAUREEN: I don't know. He left in such a 
hurry when he saw my face. Maybe it was an 
honest mistake. 
MAUREEN: I don't know. He left in such a 
hurry when he saw my face. Maybe it was an 
honest mistake. 

TOM: How could anyone make that kind of 
mistake (walks to check outsidefhe window and 
realize sthat hejllst made the same mistake) Well, 
I just hope he does not live next door. 
Tllv1: How could anyone make that kind of 
mistake (picks lip the phone to call the police and 
then realiz.es that he jllst made the same mistake) 
Well, I just hope he does not live next door. 

LAUREEN: Oh that would be just awful. I don't 
want to see him ever again. 
MAUREEN: Oh that would be just awful. I 
don't want to see him ever again. 

TOM: It's dark now and it's late. We can take 
care of him tomorrow. Now, let's just forget the 
whole incident. It's our honeymoon night.. 
remember. .. 
TUvI: It's dark now and it's late. We can take 
care of him tomon·ow. Now, let's just forget the 
whole incident. It's our honeymoon night.. 
remember. .. 

LAUREEN: I know .. . 
MAUREEN: I know .. . 
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TOM: We can't let anything ruin our special 
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night. (trying to cheer LAUREEN lip) Look, we (DCjlL1Q ctl..l\d.k ~) 
have candles, chilled champagne and you know / 
what? .. you look so beautiful.. .you are the most 
beautiful woman in the world. (pours 
champagne) 
TIM: We can't let anything ruin our special 
night. (trying to cheer MAUREEN up) Look, (fLV"-.t/.J.{14 (1'\..4.;'<.. e-rt?) 
we have music, chilled champagne and you know ..J 
what?. you look so beautiful...you are the most 
beautiful woman in the world. (pours 
champagne) 

LAUREEN: (smiling) ohhhh you are so 
sweet..... hold me. 
MAUREEN: (smiling) ohhhh you are so 
sweet..... hold me. 

TOM: (gets in bed with 2 glasses of champagne 
in hands, makes a toast al1d dril1ks) 
TIM: (gets in bed with 2 glasses of champagne in 
hands, makes a toast and drinks) 

LAUREEN: (after drinking the champagne, she 
nudges Tom out of bed. When Tom removes his 
shoes, she throws the glasses behind the sofa) 
MAUREEN: (after drinking the champagne, she 
nudges TIM out of bed. When Tim removes his 
shoes, she throws the glasses behind the sofa) 

TOM: (after being nudged. Tom sits on the side 
of the bed to remove his shoes, thel1 turns out the 
light and removes his shirt.) 
TINt (after being nudged" Tim sits on the side 
of the bed to remove his shoes, then turns alit the 
light and removes his short.) 

LAUREEN: (turns on the light) I'm so glad you 
are here wi th me. 
MAUREEN: (turns on the light) I'm so glad you 
are here wi th me. 



TOM: (covers his chest with his hands) Me too 
(turns out the light and takes off his pants half 
way) 
TIM: (covers his chest with his hands) Me too 
(turns out the light and takes off his pants half 
way) 

LAUREEN: (turns on the light) Hun-y. .. I want 
you in the bed with me. 
MAUREEN: (turns on the light) Hurry ... I want 
you in the bed with me. 

TOM: (pulls up his pants) Yes, I'll be there in a 
second (turns out the light and removes his pants) 
TIM: (pulls up his pants) Yes, I'll be there in a 
second (turns out the light and removes his pants) 

LAUREEN: (turns on the light) 
MAUREEN: (turns on the light) 

TOM: (covers his groin area, turns off the light, 
and gets into bed in a hurry before the light 
comes on again.) 
TIM: (covers his groin area, turns off the light, 
removes his clothes and before the light comes on 
again) 

LAUREEN: (turns on the light) I love you! 
MAUREEN: I love you! 

TOM: I love you too, I'm so happy we're finally 
married. (turns off the light) 
TIM: I love you too, I'm so happy we're finally 
married. 

LAUREEN: (turns on the light) Promise me, 
you will always love me. 
MAUREEN: Promise me, you will always love 
me. 
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TOM: Of course, I will always love you! Will 
you love me forever, too? 
TIM: Of course, I will always love you! Will 
you love me forever, too') 

LAUREEN: Oh yes, forever! (furns off the 
light) 
MAUREEN: Oh yes, forever! 

TOM: (turns on the light to say something) 

LAUREEN: (turns out the light and climbs on 
Tom) 
MAUREEN: (climbs on Tim) 

NN: (pretends to be kissing a guy) I wish it was me! 
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ACT 1 Scene 2 

LAUREEN is lying on the sofa, looking 
miserable. She is now nine months pregnant. She 
gets up and stretches. She puffs up-the pillows on 
the sofa and walks to the window. She catches 
MAUREEN looking at her through the window. 
She gives her a dirty look. 

MAUREEN is lying on the sofa, looking 
miserable. She is now nine months pregnant. She 
gets up and stretches. She puffs up the pillows on 
the sofa and walks to the window. She catches 
LAUREEN looking at her through the window. 
She gives her a dirty look. 

CARY and KATHY walk to the apartment 
and pass GARY and CATHY on the way there. 

NN: (opens the door to check out the situation ... 
she has a mud pack on and rollers all over her 
hair) 

LAUREEN: (walks uncomfortably, opens the 
door and looks delighted) Come in .. Come in ... 
I'm so happy you both are here (kissing them 
both) 
MAUREEN: (walks uncomfortably, opens the 
door and looks delighted) Come in .. Come in ... 
I'm so happy you both are here (kissing them 
both) 

CARY: (smiling) You look wonderfuL I still 
can't believe my little girl is going to be a mother. 
You know, you are still a baby in my mind. 
GARY: (smiling) You look wonderful. I still 
can't believe my little girl is going to be a mother. 
You know, you are still a baby in my mind. 

LAUREEN: Oh daddy. I will always be a baby 
in your mind! But soon you will have a new baby 
to worry about. Then you will forget all about 
me! 
MAUREEN: Oh daddy. I will always be a baby 
in your mind! But soon you will have a new baby 
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to worry about. Then you will forget all about 
me! 

CARY: Never ... You will always be precious to 
me. You are my only daughter. 
GARY: Never ... You will always be precious to 
me. You are my only daughter. 

KATIIY: Enough of this nonsense ... (turns to 
LAUREEN) You better sit down. You don't want 
to get tired. 
CATHY: Enough of this nonsense... (turns to 
MAUREEN) You better sit down. You don't 
want to get tired. 

LAUREEN: yeah, I am getting tired. I wish the 
baby would come now. I hate being fat, ugly and 
uncomfortable. 
MAUREEN: yeah, I am getting tired. I wish the 
baby would come now. I hate being fat, ugly and 
uncomfortable. 

CARY: (to Laureen) You fat and ugly? Never! 
Being pregnant does not mean you are ugly. 
Pregnant women are beautiful. 
GARY: (to Maureen) You fat and ugly? Never! 
Being pregnant does not mean you are ugly. 
Pregnant women are beautiful. 

KATHY: Oh yeah? .. you thought I was a 
monster when I was pregnant with her! 
CATHY: Oh yeah? .. you thought I was a 
monster when I was pregnant with her! 

CARY: Yes dear. 
GARY: Yes dear. 

KA TIIY: (to Laureen) Anyway, this apartment is 
a mess. Let me clean the place up for you. 
CATHY: Anyway, this apartment is a mess. Let 
me clean the place up for you. 
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LAUREEN: (to Maureen) Mom ... don't worry, I 
will take care of this later. 
MAUREEN: Mom ... don't worry, I will take 
care of this later. 

KATHY: No, no .... I would not want the baby to 
come home to a dirty apartment.. Who knows 
what kind of genns are flying all over this place. 
(starts to spraying air freshener and then goes to 
the kitchen to clean .... she bangs things loudly as 
she put things away) 
CATHY: No, no ..... I would not want the baby 
to corne horne to a dirty apartment. Who knows 
what kind of genns are flying all over this place. 
(starts to spraying air freshener and then goes to 
the kitchen to clean) 

CARY: (to Laureen) Say, how are things with 
your neighbors? Are they getting any better? 
GARY: (to Maureen) Say, how are things with 
your neighbors? Are they getting any better? 

LAUREEN: I wish. But things are still bad. Just 
few minutes ago, I caught the neighbor staring 
into our apartment. Sometimes, I feel like we 
have no privacy. Dad ... why don't you check and 
see if she is still at the window? 
MAUREEN: I wish. But things are still bad. 
Just few minutes ago, I caught the neighbor 
staring into our apartment. Sometimes, I feel like 
we have no privacy. Dad ... why don't you check 
and see if she is still at the window? 

CARY: Sure. 
GARY: Sure. 

LAUREEN: Be careful. I don't want her to 
think that we are spying on her. 
MAUREEN: Be careful. I don't want her to 
think that we are spying on her. 

CARY: Don't worry. I'll just act like I need a 
breath of fresh air. (walks to the window, 
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pretends to stretch, he catches GARY looking at 
him, gestures to GARY to stop staring into the 
apaHment, then turns to Laureen) They certainly 
are rude! 
GARY: Don't worry. I'll just act like I need a 
breath of fresh air. (walks to the window and 
pretends to stretch, he catches CARY looking at 
him, gestures to CARY to stop staring into the 
apanment, then turns to Laureen.) They certainly 
are rude! 

KATHY: What happened? Is she still there at 
the window? 
CATHY: What happened? Is she still there at the 
window? 

CARY: No, but that family doesn't have any 
manners. This time, I caught an older gentleman 
at the window! 
GARY: No, but that family doesn't have any 
manners. This time, I caught an older gentleman 
at the window! 

LAUREEN: It must be her father. They come 
and visit them often. I'll bet they are lazy and 
they expect her parents to do everything for them. 
MAUREEN: It must be her father. They come 
and visit them often. I'll bet they are lazy and 
they expect her parents to do everything for them. 

CARY: (sits on the sofa) Well, anyway I was just 
looking out the window and there he was looking 
at me. I gestured for him to stop staring at us and 
he must have thought I was staring at them 
because he made the gesture. 
GARY: (sits on the sofa) Well, anyway I was just 
looking out the window and there he was looking 
at me. I gestured for him to stop staring at us and 
he must have thought I was staring at them 
because he made the same gesture. 
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LAUREEN: Really? What a nerve! How could 
they think we would do something like that? Only 
they would be that rude. 
MAUREEN: Really? What a nerve! How could 
they think we would do something like that? Only 
they would be that rude. 

KATHY: (wipes her forehead and looks 
exhausted, then smiles before approaching 
Laureen) Ok, I have mopped the kitchen floor and 
washed the dishes. Now you are all set. Anything 
else we can do for you? 
CATHY: (wipes her forehead and looks 
exhausted, then smiles before approaching 
Maureen) Ok, I have mopped the kitchen floor 
and washed the dishes. Now you are all set. 
Anything else we can do for you? 

LAUREEN: Thank you so much. I can't think of 
anything else right now. You can go home. 
TOM should be here any time now. 
MAUREEN: Thank you so much. I can't think 
of anything else right now. You can go home. 
Tllvf should be here any time now. 

KATHY: We can wait until he comes home. 
That way, we can take care of you. 
CATHY : We can wait until he comes home. That 
way, we can take care of you. 

LAUREEN: (stands up) No .. No I'm fine. 
Really ... 
MAUREEN: (stands up) No .. No I'm fine. 
Really ... 

CARY: (to Kathy) Let's go.:. nobody likes to 
find their in-laws at home, especially after a long 
day at work. Give them some privacy. 
GARY: (to Cathy) Let's go ... nobody likes to 
find their in-laws at home, especially after a long 
day at work. Give them some privacy. 
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KATHY: (to Laureen) But but TOM likes us. 
I'm sure he does not mind... Right? LAUREEN?? 
CATHY: (to Maureen) But but TTh1likes us. 
I'm sure he does not mind... Right? 
MAUREEN?? 

LAUREEN: Well, actually 
MAUREEN: Well, actually 

CARY: (firmly) Let's go .. There's no need for 
us to be in their way. 
GARY: (firmly) Let's go .. There's no need for 
us to be in their way. 

LAUREEN: (kissing CARY and KATHY) 
Thanks Mom and Dad .. I love you both very 
much. Bye bye. 
MAUREEN: (kissing GARY and CATHY) 
Thanks Mom and Dad .. I love you both very 
much. Bye bye. 

KATIfY: We don't have to hurry. What's the 
hurry? (notices lint on the floor, bends down to 
pick it up) 
CATHY: We don't have to hUrry. What's the 
hurry? (notices lint on the floor, bends down to 
pick it up) 

CARY: It's time to go .. let's go. Good bye, 
sweetheart. 
GARY: It's time to go .. let's go. Good bye, 
sweetheart. 

KA TIfY: (pulls out spot remover from purse, 
sprays on carpet, then leaves the apartment) 
CATHY: (pulls out spot remover from purse, 
sprays on carpet, then leaves the apartment) 

LAUREEN: (waves good bye, and then sits on 
the sofa) 
MAUREEN: (waves good bye, and then sits on 
the sofa) 
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NN: Go home .... Go home 

After CARY and KATHY leave, TOM 
comes rushing home with a bouquet of flowers. 
He bumps into TIM and sends the bouquet flying. 

After GARY and CATHY leave, TIM 
comes rushing home with a bouquet of flowers. 
He bumps into TOM and sends the bouquet flying. 

TOM: You jerk. Look what you have done now. 
My flowers are all messed up! Next time, watch 
where you are going. 
TIM: You jerk. Look what you have done now. 
My flowers are all messed up! Next time, watch 
where you are going. 

TOM: (enters the apartment and hides the 
flowers behind the sofa) Hi honey ... how are you 
feeling today? (rubs LAUREEN's stomach) and 
how are you, my little one? 
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TIM: (enters the apartment and hides the flowers behind the sofa) Hi 
honey ... how are you feeling today? (rubs MAUREEN's stomach) and 
how are you, my little one? 

LAUREEN: (kisses him, looking uncomfortable 
and miserable) So-so ... I wish the baby would 
hurry up. I'm feeling so uncomfortable. I don't 
see how you would want to be with such an ugly 
woman like me. 
MAUREEN: (kisses him, looking uncomfortable 
and miserable) So-so ... I wish the baby would 
hurry up. I'm feeling so uncomfortable. I don't 
see how you would want to be with such an ugly 
woman like me. 

TOM: (tries to cheer her up) Oh honey .... not 
only are you beautiful, but with your personality 
and intelligence... you could be Miss Deaf 
America. 
TIM: (tries to cheer her up) Oh honey .... not 
only are you beautiful, but with your personality 
and intelligence... you could be Miss America. 



LAUREEN: Oh that's sweet of you. But still, I 
hate feeling so heavy. I don't know how you can 
stand seeing me all bloated up. 
MAUREEN: Oh that's sweet of you. But still, I 
hate feeling so heavy. I don't know how you can 
stand seeing me all bloated up. 

TOM: Don't worry, honey. I love you just the 
same. It does not matter to me if you are thin or 
fat. It is you I love. 
TIM: Don't worry, honey. I love you just the 
same. It does not matter to me if you are thin or 
fat. It is you I love. 

LAUREEN: Oh, you are so sweet. It is funny 
how you are gaining weight too. 
MAUREEN: Oh, you are so sweet. It is funny 
how you are gaining weight too. 

TOM: (looks upset) What? It is obvious? Why 
didn't you tell me before? 
TIM: (looks upset) What? It is obvious? Why 
didn't you tell me before? 

LAUREEN: Well, it's no big deal. 
Anyway, I didn't want to embarrass you. 
MAUREEN: Well, it's no big deal. Anyway, I 
didn't want to embarrass you. 

TOM: Oh shit. It is obvious. All my pants are 
tight. I guess I'm not the same handsome guy you 
married any more. 
TIM: Oh shit. It is obvious. All my pants are 
tight. I guess I'm not the same handsome guy you 
married any more. 

LAUREEN: Oh, honey, .. you are not fat... 
MAUREEN: Oh, honey ... you are not fat... 

TOM: Jesus .... I don't want to be fat! I don't 
know how you can stand seeing me all bloated up 
like this. 
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TIM: Jesus .... I don't want to be fat! I don't 
know how you can stand seeing me all bloated up 
like this. 

LAUREEN: Don't worry. I love you just the 
same. It does not matter to me if you are thin or 
fat. It is you I love. 
MAUREEN: Don't worry, sweetie. I love you 
just the same. It does not matter to me if you are 
thin or fat. It is you I love. 

TOM: (stands behind the sofa) You're sweet, you 
know that? (starts to kiss LA UREEN) Oh, by the 
way, I've got something for you! (gives the 
flowers to LAUREEN and then looks 
embarrassed about thi; condition of the flowers) 
TIM: (stands behinaf"the sofa) You're sweet, you 
know that? (starts to kiss MAUREEN) Oh, by 
the way, I've got something for you! (gives the 
flowers to MAUREEN and then looks 
embarrassed about the condition of the flowers) 

LAUREEN: What happened? .... the flowers look 
like they were run over by a truck! 
MAUREEN: What happened? .... the flowers 
look like they were run over by a truck! 

TOM: (recreates the scene) Yeah, that jerk 
neighbor acts like a truck. I am beginning to 
think he likes to bump into me. Anyway, I was 
rushing home and out of nowhere he crashed into 
me. And now the flowers are ruined. (sits down 
on the sofa next to Laureen) I'm sorry. I was 
hoping to cheer you up. 
TIM: (recreates the scene) Yeah, that jerk 
neighbor acts like a truck. I am beginning to 
think he likes to bump into me. Anyway, I was 
rushing home and out of nowhere he crashed into 
me. And now the flowers are ruined. (sits down 
on the sofa next to Maureen) I'm sorry. I was 
hoping to cheer you up. 
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LAUREEN: Oh that neighbor again. Let me tell 
you what MAUREEN did today. I was looking 
outside the window and I caught her sneaking a 
peek. She is so nosy I can't stand it! And when 
daddy checked, her father was staring at us too. 
It seems as though they have been spying on us all 
day. Imagine that! 
MAUREEN: Oh that neighbor again. Let me tell 
you what LAUREEN did today. I was looking 
outside the window and I caught her sneaking a 
peek. She is so I can't stand it! And when daddy 
checked, her father was staring at us too. It seems 
as though they have been spying on us all day. 
Imagine that! 

TOM: (gets \/p and looks upset) What? Your 
parents were here again? Why were they here? 
TIM: (gets up and looks upset) What? Your 
parents were here again? Why were they here? 

LAUREEN: (acts defensively) Well, they wanted 
to check on me to make sure everything was okay. 
Besides, I like it when they visit. 
MAUREEN: (acts defensively) Well, they wanted 
to check on me to make sure everything was okay. 
Besides, I like it when they visit. 

TOM: They're so overprotective. They must 
think I am no good at taking care of my family. 
They never did like me. 
TIM: They're so overprotective. They must 
think I am no good at taking care of my family. 
They never did like me. 

LAUREEN: No ... they're just worried about 
me, that's all. Don't let them bother you. 
MAUREEN: No ... they're just worried about me, 
that's all. Don't let them bother you. 

TOM: Yeah ... we have neighbors, 
overprotective in-laws, what's next? 
TIM: Yeah... we have neighbors, overprotective 
in-laws, what's next? 
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LAUREEN: Don't compare my parents with 
those bunch of weirdos! 
MAUREEN: Don't compare my parents with 
those bunch of weirdos! 

TOM: (sits next to Laureen) Allright... Let's just 
forget them. They're not worth our time and 
energy. Hey, let's practice the Lamaze 
techniques. 
TIM: (sits next to Maureen) Allright... Let's just 
forget them. They're not worth our time and 
energy. Hey, let's practice the Lamaze 
techniques. 

LAUREEN: (appears to be restless) Do we have 
to? I am bored silly doing these exercises. I 
know them all already. 
MAUREEN: (appears to be restless) Do we have 
to? I am bored silly doing these exercises. I 
know them all already. 

TOM: Come on .. come on .. we have to get ready 
for the birth. It won't be long before you'll be 
doing the breathing for real. The baby will be 
here any time now. (starts to exercise breathing 
techniques) 
TIM: Come on .. come on .. we have to get ready 
for the birth. It won't be long before you'll be 
doing the breathing for real. The baby will be 
here any time now. (starts to exercise breathing 
techniques) 

LAUREEN: (breathing, breathing) I'm bored. 
We've practiced enough already. Let's do 
something else. 
MAUREEN: (breathing, breathing)I'm bored. 
We've practiced enough already. Let's do 
something else. 

TOM: Come on, this is important. 
TIM: Come on, this is important. 
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LAUREEN: (breathing lazily) Now, who's being 
over-protective? 
MAUREEN: (breathing lazily) Now, who's being 
over-protective? 

TOM: (breathing harder and harder, this time 
directly toward lAUREEN) Now breathe. 
TIM: (breathing harder and harder, this time 
directly toward MAUREEN) Now breathe. 

LAUREEN: Stop breathing on me! Stop it! 
MAUREEN: Stop breathing on me! Stop it! 

TOM: You poor thing. You look so miserable. 
Let me try and cheer you up. (starts to tickle 
her.) 
TIM: You poor thing. You look so miserable. 
Let me try and cheer you up. (starts to tickle 
her.) 

LAUREEN: (laughing) stop it, stop it. 
MAUREEN: (laughing) stop it, stop it. 

TOM: Let me tell you something funny. Did you 
know ... our neighbors are expecting, too? 
TIM: Let me tell you something funny. Did you 
know ... our neighbors are expecting, too? 

LAUREEN: (giggling) yeah .. Ijust hope we 
don't share the same hospital, or share same room 
in the hospital. That would be awful! 
MAUREEN: (giggling) yeah .. Ijust hope we 
don't share the same hospital, or share same room 
in the hospital. That would be awful! 

TOM: (laughing) Yeah, that would be terrible! 
They would probably try to switch babies after 
seeing our precious angel. Can you just imagine 
what their baby will look like? 
TIM: (laughing) Yeah, that would be terrible! 
They would probably try to switch babies after 
seeing our precious angel. Can you just imagine 
what their baby will look like? 
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LAUREEN: What? 
MAUREEN: What? 

TOM: I'm sure it will be just as ugly as it's 
parents! 
TIM: I'm sure it will be just as ugly as it's 
parents! 

LAUREEN: (laughing) Oh you are so mean! 
MAUREEN: (laughing) Oh you are so mean! 

TOM: (stands up to tell the story) Yeah, just 
imagine them suffering from hard labor all night 
long. Finally the baby comes out and it has the 
ugliest face you've ever seen! They scream and 
shove it back in the womb and she'll be pregnant 
forever! 
TIM: (stands up to tell the story) Yeah, just 
imagine them suffering from hard labor all night 
long! Finally the baby comes out and it has the 
ugliest face you've ever seen. They scream and 
shove it back in the womb and she'll be pregnant 
forever! 

LAUREEN (laughing) And she will be 
uncomfortable and miserable for the rest of her 
life! That would be wonderful! 
MAUREEN (laughing) And she would be 
uncomfortable and miserable for the rest of her 
life! That would be wonderful! 

TOM: Or worse! After trying to push the baby 
out for hours, when the baby finally comes, it will 
see how ugly it's parents are, and rush back into 
the womb to get away from them. (sits next to 
Laureen) 
TIM: Or worse! After trying to push the baby 
out for hours, when the baby finally comes, it 
would see how ugly it's parents are and rush back 
into the womb to get away from them (sits next to 
Maureen) 

.~~~~~- ---- ---
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LAUREEN: (laughing hard): and the baby would 
continue to kick and hit inside the womb, making 
the mother miserable for the rest of her life! 
That would serve her right. 
MAUREEN: (laughing hard): and the baby 
would continue to kick and hit inside the womb, 
making the mother miserable for the rest of her 
life! That would serve her right. 

TOM: Right! 
TTh1: Right! 

LAUREEN: (stops laughing) Ouch 
MAUREEN: (stops laughing) Ouch 

TOM: What's wrong? Are you ok? 
TTh1: What's wrong? Are you ok? 

LAUREEN: I don't know. I felt a sharp pain. 
MAUREEN: I don't know. I felt a sharp pain. 

TOM: Really? Where? 
TTh1: Really? Where? 

LAUREEN: Right here. But it's gone away now. 
MAUREEN: Right here. But it's gone away 
now. 

TOM: Maybe the baby was just kicking. 
TTh1: Maybe the baby was just kicking. 

LAUREEN: No, I don't think so. It was more 
painful than that. I think we should call the 
doctor. 
MAUREEN: No, I don't think so. It was more 
painful than that. I think we should call the 
doctor. 

TOM: Oh my god. I am not ready. (in state of 
confusion, he tries to get organized) 
TllvL Oh my god. I am not ready. (in state of 
confusion, he tries to get organized) 
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LAUREEN: Tom, I'm starting to feel the pain 
again. Sit with me, please. 
MAUREEN: Tom, I'm starting to feel the pain 
again. Sit with me, please. 

TOM: (tries to comfon LAUREEN, but instead 
makes things uncomfonable for her.) 
TIM: (tries to comfort/11AUREEN, but instead 
makes things uncomfortable for her.) 

LAUREEN: Calm down, you're making things 
worse ... now, should we contact our doctor? 
MAUREEN. Calm down you're making things 
worse... now, please call the doctor. 

TOM: I don't know. Should we ask our neighbor 
to make the call for us? 
TIM: (runs to the phone) Hello ... yes, we have an 
emergency! Please tell the doctor that we're on 
our way to the hospital! Please tell the doctor 
hurry! We gotta go .... bye bye. 

LAUREEN: No, I don't want them to know that 
we're having a baby now. It's none of their 
business. 
MAUREEN: Wait, wait, you forgot to give them 
our name! How are they supposed to know it was 
us? (starts to feel pain again) 

TOM: Never mind. We gotta get you to the 
hospital now! 
TIM: Never mind. We gotta get you to the 
hospital now! 

On the way out, LAUREEN stops every 
once in a while to catch her breath . . Tom realizes 
he had forgotten the bag. He rushes back into the 
apanment to get the bag. 

On the way out, MAUREEN stops every 
once in a while to catch her breath. Tim realizes 
he hadforgotten the bag. He rushes back into the 
apanment to get the bag. 
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TOM returns, but this time, walks with 
Maureen by mistake., 

TIM returns, but this time, walks with 
Laureen by mistake. 

MAUREEN: (hitting TOM) Keep your hands off 
me, you jerk! 
LAUREEN: (hitting TIM) Keep your hands off 
me, you jerk! 

TOM: Calm down .. Everything will be ok. don't 
worry. 
TIM: Calm down .. Everything will be ok. don't 
worry. 

MAUREEN: Stop it! Keep your dirty hands off 
me! I'm not your wife. Where is TIM? 
LAUREE.1~: Stop it! Keep your dirty hands off 
me! I'm not your wife. Where is TOM? 

TOM: What? Why are you here? Where is my 
wife? 
TIM: What? Why are you here? Where is my 
wife? 

MAUREEN: Over here stupid! (yelling for 
TIM) 
LAUREEN: Over here stupid! (yelling for 
TOM) 

TOM: (lets MAUREEN go and runs over to 
LAUREEN) 
TIM: (lets LAUREEN go and runs over to 
MAUREEN) 

LAUREEN: Why did you leave me with the 
jerk? 
MAUREEN: Why did you leave me with the 
jerk? 
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TOM: I thought I was with you! I don't know 
how I ended up with her! 
TIM: I thought I was with you! I don't know 
how I ended up with her! 

LAUREEN: Ohhh, it hurts ... hurry .. 
MAUREEN: Ohhh, it hurts .... hurry .. 
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you get for sleeping with men! All the pain for what?! 



ACT 1 - Scene 3 

A cradle is situated next to the sofa. 

Returning home from the hospital, TOM 
and TIM are overly excited about having their 
babies home. In the process, TOM & IAUREEN 
crashed into TIM & MAUREEN and almost 
dropped their baby in the process. They give 
each other a dirty look. They enter their 
apartment. 

Returning home Fom the hospital, TIM & 
MAUREEN crashed into TOM & IAUREEN and 
almost dropped their baby in the process. They 
give each other a dirty look. They enter their 
apartment. 

LAUREEN: So they had their baby already .... 

Good thing we didn't have the baby together at 
the hospi tal! 
MAUREEN: So they had their baby already .... 
Good thing we didn't have the baby together at 
the hospital! 

TOM: Yes, I can't believe they had their baby the 
same time we did. 
TIM: Yes, I can't believe they had their baby the 
same time we did. 

LAUREEN: Did you take a look at their baby? 
Do you know if it is a boy or a girl? 
MAUREEN: Did you take a look at their baby? 
Do you know if it is a boy or a girl? 

TOM: I don't know. I didn't look at it. All I 
know is that it gotta be as ugly as its parents! 
TIM: I don't know. I didn't look at it. All I 
know is that it gotta be as ugly as its parents! 
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LAUREEN: I'll bet. I'm sure that their child will 
grow up to be no-good, trouble making, low-life 
just like it's parents. I just hope that their child 
won't be a bad influence on our baby. 
MAUREEN: I'll bet. I'm sure that their child will 
grow up to be no-good, trouble making, low-life 
just like it's parents. I just hope that their child 
won't be a bad influence on our baby. 

TOM: Don't worry! Our child will grow up to 
be a perfect angel. 
TIM: Don't worry! Our child will grow up to be 
a perfect angel. 

LAUREEN: Yes, what we had better do is never 
allow our child to play with their monster. 
MAUREEN: Yes, what we had better do is never 
allow our child to play with their monster. 

(The babies start to cry.) 

LAUREEN: (tries to comfort the baby, but to no 
avail) Honey, I'm frustrated. I don't know what 
to do. He won't stop crying 
MAUREEN: (tries to comfort the baby, but to no 
avail) Honey, I'm frustrated. I don't know what 
to do. She won't stop crying 

TOM: Let me try and quiet him down. (takes the 
baby and gently throws him in the air) 
TIM: Let me try and quiet her down. (takes the 
baby and gently throws her in the air) 

LAUREEN: You are making things worse. Let 
me get him. (takes the baby) 
MAUREEN: You are making things worse. Let 
me get her. (takes the baby) 
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TOM: You are not doing it right. I think I'm 
better at calming him down. (takes the baby and 
swings him) 
TIM: You are not doing it right. I think I'm 
better at calming her down. (takes the baby and 
swings her) 

LAUREEN: The baby is still crying. I know 
he wants his mommy. (takes the baby) 
MAUREEN: The baby is still crying. I know she 
wants her mommy. (takes the baby) 

TOM: Let me get the bottle from the kitchen. 
(runs to the kitchen and returns with a bottle, 
bumping into the chair before reaching Laureen. 
He tries to shove the bottle in the baby's mouth) 
TIM: Let me get the bottle from the kitchen. 
(runs to the kitchen and returns with a bottle, 
bumping into the chair before reaching Maureen. 
He tries to shove the bottle in the baby's mouth) 

LAUREEN: Leave him alone. (sits on the sofa 
with the bottle) 

MAUREEN: Leave her alone. (sits on the sofa 
with the bottle 

CARY and KATHY appear at the door. 
GARY and CATHY appear at the door. 

TOM: (checks through the peephole, groans, and 
opens the door) 
TIM: (checks through the peephole, groans, and 
opens the door) 

KATHY: (shoots the camera) 
CA1BY: (shoots the camera) 

TOM: (reacts to the flashes and tries to refocus 
his eyes.) 
TIM: (reacts to the flashes and tries to refocus his 
eyes.) 
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KATHY: Where's the baby? I want to see him. 
CATHY: Where's the baby? I want to see her. 

TOM: (still blocking the door) Over there on the 
sofa. 
TIM: (still blocking the door) Over there on the 
sofa. 

KATHY: (shoves Tom away, walks over to the 
baby and starts to take pictures) 
CATHY: (shoves Tim away, walks over to 
Maureen and starts to take pictures) 

C The babies start to cry even harder. ) 

LAUREEN: (stands up) Stop, stop. All those 
flashes are making him upset. 
MAUREEN: (stands up) Stop, stop. All those 
flashes are making her upset. 

KATHY: Well... I want to capture those 
KODAK moments. You know .. babies grow up 
so fast. 
CATHY: Well ... I want to capture those 
KODAK moments. You know .. babies grow up 
so fast. 

LAUREEN: I know. I know. But he's been 
crying ever since we got him home. 
MAUREEN: I know. I know. But she's been 
crying ever since we got her home. 

KATHY: Well, let me see if I can quiet him 
down. (takes the baby, walks to the front of the 
apartment and discovers a sharp pin sticking him.) 
CATHY: Well, let me see if! can quiet her 
down. (takes the baby and discovers a sharp pin 
sticking her) 

( The babies are now calm.) 
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KATHY: (scolds TOM) The baby was crying 
because this diaper pin was poking him. You 
should always check and make sure he is 
comfortable. 
CATHY: (scolds TIM) The baby was crying 
because this diaper pin was poking her. You 
should always check and make sure she is 
comfortable. 

TOM: (feels bad and uses exaggerated facial 
expressions) I'm sorry. I didn't realize he was in 
pam. 
TTh1: (feels bad and uses exaggerated facial 
expressions) I'm sorry. I didn't realize she was 
mpam. 

KATHY: That's no excuse, you're gonna have to 
do better than that. (turns to LAUREEN) Dear, 
the baby is better now. 
CATHY: That's no excuse, you're gonna have to 
do better than that. (turns to MAUREEN) Dear, 
the baby is better now. 

TOM:. (offers to hold the baby) Let me hold him. 
LAUREEN needs to rest a bit. 
TTh1: (offers to hold the baby) Let me hold her. 
MAUREEN needs to rest a bit. 

KATHY: In that case, I'll hold him. We don't 
want him to start crying again. 
CATHY: In that case, I'll hold her. We don't 
want her to start crying again. 

TOM: Oh brother. 
TTh1: Oh brother. 
CARY: (tries to calm things down) You know, I 
remember when we brought you home. You 
were the most beautiful baby. You couldn't stop 
crying either. 
GARY: (tries to calm things down) You know, I 
remember when we brought you home. You 
were the most beautiful baby. You couldn't stop 
crying either. 
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KATHY: (smiling) Oh yeah, we thought we'd 
never calm you down. 
CATHY: (smiling) Oh yeah, we thought we'd 
never calm you down. 

TOM: (sarcastically) So you felt the same way, 
frustrated and incompetent! . 
TIM: (sarcastically)So you felt the same way, 
frustrated and incompetent! 

KATHY: (stops smiling) No we never were 
incompetent like you, Tom. We learned quickly 
how to do things right! 
CATHY: (stops smiling) No we never were 
incompetent like you, Tim. We learned quickly 
how to do things right! 

(Tim and Tom, in a mocking wa,{', start to 
bow as if Kathy/Cathy were a queen. ) 

LAUREEN: (stands up between Tom and Kathy) 
Enough, Enough! I'm tired of you two fighting 
all the time. Let's enjoy the first day of our sweet 
baby being home. 
MAUREEN: (stands up between Tim and Cathy) 
Enough, Enough! I'm tired of you two fighting 
all the time. Let's enjoy the first day of our sweet 
baby being home. 

TOM: (sits on the chair) Yes, let's just relax .. . 
TIM: (sits on the chair) Yes, let's just relax .. . 

KATHY: (gives Tom a dirty look, notices the 
baby doing something cute, and then gets Cary's 
attention) Hurry, take the camera and shoot a 
picture of us together. 
CATHY: (gives Tim a dirty look, notices the 
baby doing something cute, and then gets Gary's 
attention)) Hurry, take the camera and shoot a 
picture of us together. 
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CARY: Yes dear, Where's the camera? 
GARY: Yes dear, Where's the camera? 

KATHY: Hurry ... it's right there ... on the 
table .... hurry up, will you? 
CATHY: Hurry ... it's right there ... on the 
table .... hurry up, will you? 

CARY: Yes, dear. (walks to get the camera and 
starts to take pictures) You haven't said anything 
about his name. Have you decided, yet? 
GARY: Yes, dear. (walks to get the camera and 
starts to take pictures) You haven't said anything 
about her name. Have you decided, yet? 

LAUREEN: (sits on the sQja) Yes, we have 
decided to name him~ 
MAUREEN: (sits on the sofa) Yes, we have 
decided to name her TRACEY. 

KATHY: (stands between Tom and Laureen) 
Ohhhhh, TRACY ... what a beautiful name. 
CATHY: (stands between Tim and Maureen) 
Ohhhhh, TRACEY ... what a beautiful name. 

LAUREEN: Yes, we think so. TOM's 
grandfather's name is TRACY. We thought we'd 
name him after him. 
MAUREEN: Yes, we think so. TW's 
grundmother's name is TRACEY. We thought 
we'd name her after her. 

KATHY: Well, his family is not the only 
important one ..... you know your uncle's wife's 
father's name is Tracy, too. 
CATHY: Well, her family is not the only 
important one ..... you know your uncle's wife's 
mother's name is Tracey, too. 
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TOM: (pretends to yawn) I think it is time for 
you two to go home. We need some time to 
ourselves and LAUREEN needs some rest 
TIM: (pretends to yawn) I think it is time for 
you two to go home. We need some time to 
ourselves and MAUREEN needs some rest. 

KATHY: That's ridilicious. That's why we 
came, to help out so Laureen could rest. 
CATHY: That's ridilicious. That's why we came, 
to help out so Maureen could rest .. 

LAUREEN: (gets up and walks with Kathy to the 
front of the apartment) Actually, I do need some 
sleep. I had a long day and it's getting late. 
MAUREEN: (gets up and walks with Cathy to the 
front of the apartment) Actually, I do need some 
sleep. I had a long day and it's getting late. 

KATHY: (pleading) Let me watch the baby while 
you sleep. 
CATHY: (pleading) Let me watch the baby while 
you sleep. 

TOM: (walks up to Kathy and offers to take the 
baby) I will watch him. 
TIM: (walks up to Kathy and offers to take the 
baby) I will watch him. 

KATHY: (rejects Tom's offer) No, you go ahead 
and do whatever you need to do. I'll be just fine. 
CATHY: (rejects Tim's offer) No, you go ahead 
and do whatever you need to do. I'll be just fine. 

TOM: (looks frustrated and walks back to the 
chair) 
TIM: (looks frustrated and walks back to the 
chair) 
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CARY: (pretends to yawn and walks to Kathy) 
Actually, I'm real tired. I think we should be 
going home. 
GARY: (pretends to yawn and walks to Cathy) 
Actually, I'm real tired. I think we should be 
going home. 

KATHY: (angrily) But you just had a long nap 
this afternoon. 
CATHY: (angrily) But you just had a long nap 
this afternoon. 

CARY: I guess I still need some more sleep. 
GARY: I guess I still need some more sleep. 

KATHY: But.. but LAUREEN needs us. 
CATHY: But.. but MAUREEN needs us. 

CARY: (firmly) And I need you at home. 
GARY: (firmly) And I need you at home. 

KATHY: (scolds Cary) Well, next time, make 
sure you rest enough before we come over. I 
want to spend more time with the baby. 
CATHY: (scolds Gary) Well, next time, make 
sure you rest enough before we come over. I 
want to spend more time with the baby. 

CARY: Yes, dear .... next time. 
GARY: Yes, dear .... next time. 

KATHY: (walks to Laureen, hands the baby to 
her, kisses the baby and LAUREEN, gives a cold 
stare to TOM and walks away) 
CATHY: (walks to Maureen, hands the baby to 
her, kisses the baby and MAUREEN, gives a cold 
stare to TIM and walks away) . 
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TOM: (waves and acts sarcastic) bye bye it was 
good seeing you! (closes the door and then sits on 
the sofa with Laureen) Alone at last! 
TIM: (waves and acts sarcastic) bye bye it was 
good seeing you! (closes the door and then sits on 
the sofa with Maureen) Alone at last! 

NOSY NEIGHBOR: Bye, bye", about time you 
go home! 

LAUREEN: Yes, we're finally alone, Oh look at 
the baby, He's so cute, Who do you think he 
looks like? 
MAUREEN: Yes, we're finally alone, Oh look 
at the baby. She's so cute. Who do you think she 
looks like? 

TOM: He's got your nose for sure! And my 
ears! 
TIM:SHe's got your nose for sure! And my ears! 

LAUREEN: I wonder what he'll be like when 
he's growing up. 
MAUREEN: I wonder what she'll be like when 
she's growing up. 

TOM: Oh, he'll be the smartest, most handsome 
guy in the neighborhood. We will give him 
everything he wants in the world. We will make 
sure he goes to Gallaudet and is successful in life. 
TIM: Oh, she'll be the smartest, most beautiful 
girl in the neighborhood. We will give her 
everything she wants in the world. We will make 
sure she goes to Stanford and is successful in life. 

LAUREEN: Oh yes, he must go to Gallaudet..." 
I'm glad he is not hearing since hearing people 
can't go to Gallaudet. I mean, he is deaf, right? 
MAUREEN: Oh yes, she must go to Stanford .... 
good thing she is not deaf like the neighbors since 
deaf people can't go to Stanford. I mean, she can 
hear, right? 
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TOM: No doubt, with you coming from all deaf 
family and me and my deaf relatives, I know he is 
deaf. I mean, I can't imagine having a hearing 
baby. 
TIM: No doubt, we don't have any deaf people in 
our families. I know she can hear. I mean, I 
can't imagine having a deaf baby. 

LAUREEN: I know ... I just know everything 
will be ok and that he is deaf. 
MAUREEN: I know ... I just know everything 
will be ok and that she is can hear. 

TOM: Don't worry ... he will be just fine. 
TIM: Don't worry ... she will be just fine. 

LAUREEN: Let's go to bed and get some sleep 
before he .wakes up. 
MAUREEN: Let's go to bed and get some sleep 
before she wakes up. 

TOM: Yeah, don't forget to turn on the baby 1'91vt 
signal. We don't want to miss him when he starts 
to cry. 
TIM: 

LAUREEN: Oh that's right (turns on the baby 
signa!) ... ok all set. (gets in the bed) 
MAUREEN: (gets in the bed) 

TOM: Good night dear. (takes off his clothes 
and then gets in bed) 
TIM: Good night dear. (takes off his clothes and 
then gets in bed) 

LAUREEN: Good night love. (turns out the 
light) 
MAUREEN: Good night love. (turns out the 
light) 
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(Tracey begins to cry. The light in TOM & 
LAUREEN's apartment starts to flash. Both 
TOM & LAUREEN get up to check on the baby. 
He was sound asleep. In the apartment next door, 
TIM & MAUREEN are trying to calm Tracey.) 

LAUREEN: (looks exhausted and frustrated) I 
don't understand. Why is the light flashing as if 
Tracy is crying? 

TOM: (looks puzzled) I don't know. Maybe the 
signaler is defective. 

LAUREEN: Why don't you cover the receiver 
and see what happens? 

TOM: (covers the receiver and the light stops 
flashing) It must be picking up sound somewhere. 

LAUREEN: Look the light gets stronger when 
you are near the wall. 

TOM: Really?!? (walks closer to the wall and the 
light gets stronger, walks away from the wall and 
it stops flashing) I think I know why. 

LAUREEN: Why? 

TOM: The neighbor's baby must be crying. The 
signaler must be picking up .the sound through the 
wall. 

LAUREEN: No wonder. If the baby is crying in 
the middle of the night, that shows what lousy 
parents they are. 

TOM: I won't be surprised if those people 
neglect their baby. God, I'm so tired and I need 
some sleep. I'll just turn this off just for a while 
so that we can get some sleep. 

LAUREEN: Do you think that's a good idea? 
What if Tracy wakes up? 
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TOM: (looking at Tracy) Nab, he is sound 
asleep. I'm sure he'll sleep a little while longer. 

LAUREEN: Well, if you think so ... , ok I love 
you .. (goes to sleep). 

(TIM and MAUREEN have finally gotten 
Tracey to go to sleep) 

TIM: Finally, Tracey has gone to sleep. 

MAUREEN: Yes, be careful when you put her 
down. I don't want her to wake up again. 

TIM: I know (putting Tracey down carefully) 

MAUREEN: Finally, whew. I thought we would 
never get any sleep. 

TIM: I just hope she sleeps for a while. 

(TIM and MAUREEN go to bed. Tracy 
starts to cry, waking up TIM & MAUREEN') 

MAUREEN: (checks on Tracey and then turns to 
Tim) Oh, oh, I thought Tracey was crying. I 
must have been dreaming. I could have sworn 
Tracey was crying. 

TIM: No you weren't. Listen to the wall. The 
neighbor's baby must be crying. 

MAUREEN: If the baby is crying in the middle 
of the night, that shows how what lousy parents 
they are. 

TIM: I wouldn't be surprised if those people 
neglect their baby. God, I'm so tired and I need 
some sleep. Where are the ear plugs we had from 
last summer? 
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MAUREEN: They are in the bathroom. Do you 
think it is a good idea to wear them? What if 
Tracey wakes up. 

TIM: (looking at Tracey) Nah, she is sound 
asleep. I'm sure she']] sleep a little while longer. 

MAUREEN: Well, if you are sure about this, I 
guess it's ok. (puts in ear plugs) 

TIM: Yeah. (puts in ear plugs) Good nite. 

(Both Tracy and Tracey begin to cry.) 

TOM: (gets up quickly) Oh shit.... (picking up 
Tracy) I'm so sorry ..... How long have you been 
crying? 
TIM: (gets up quickly) Oh shit.... (picking up 
Tracey) I'm so sorry ..... How long have you been 
crying? 

LAUREEN: (wakes up) What's wrong? Tracy's 
been crying? I told you we shouldn't have turned 
the signaler off. (holds Tracy) I'm so sorry. 
MAUREEN: (wakes up) What's wrong? 
Tracey's been crying? I told you we shouldn't 
have put in these ear plugs. (holds Tracey) I'm 
so sorry. 

TOM: Don't worry, he'll be ok. 
TIM: Don't worry, she']] be ok. 

LAUREEN: I hope so. 
MAUREEN: I hope so. 

TOM: (notices the time) Oh shit, it's seven 
already. I better get ready for work. Oh boy .... I 
feel so tired. Not enough sleep. 
TIM: (notices the time) Oh shit, it's seven 
already. I better get ready for work. Oh boy .... I 
feel so tired. Not enough sleep. 
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LAUREEN: Why don't you call in sick and stay 
home? 
MAUREEN: Why don't you call in sick and stay 
home? 

TOM: I can't... I have too much work to do. 
(gets dressed and leaves for work but bumps into 
TIM on his way out.) 
TIM: I can't... I have too much work to do. (gets 
dressed and leaves for work but bumps into TOM 
on his way out.) 

LAUREEN: (gets back in bed with the baby) 
MAUREEN: (gets back in bed with the baby) 

(KATHY and CARY come over to visit.) 
( CATHY and GARY come over to visit.) 

LAUREEN: (opens the door) 
MAUREEN: (opens the door) 

CARY: How's my baby? (holding Tracy) 
GARY: How's my baby? (holding Tracey) 

LAUREEN: He's fine. But I'm not! 
MAUREEN: She's fine. But I'm not! 

KATHY: Poor baby Hey ... look at this room ... 
it's a mess. What happened? 
CATHY: Poor baby Hey ... look at this room. .. 
it's a mess. What happened? 

LA UREEN: (looks frustrated and exhausted) It 
was awful. Tracy was crying 
all night and when he was asleep, the 
signaler continued to flash because the neighbor's 
baby was crying. We didn't get much sleep last 
night and TOM has to work today. Poor TOM, 
he's so tired. 
MAUREEN: (looks frustrated and exhausted) It 
was awful. Tracey was crying all night and when 
she was asleep, the neighbor's baby would begin 
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to cry. We didn't get much sleep last night and 
TIM has to work today. Poor TIM, he's so tired. 

KATHY: Oh, don't worry about TOM. You just 
worry about taking care of yourself. You are the 
one who needs to be strong for Tracy. Let me 
start cleaning up for you. (helps Laureen to the 
chair and then starts to make the bed) 
CATHY: Oh, don't worry about TIM. You just 
worry about taking care of yourself. You are the 
one who needs to be strong for Tracey. Let me 
start cleaning up for you. (helps Maureen to the 
chair and then starts to make the bed) 

CARY: The neighbor's baby was crying all 
night? 
GARY: The neighbor's baby was crying all 
night? 

LAUREEN: Yes .. I could not believe it. That's 
why we gave up and turned off the signaler. 
MAUREEN: Yes .. I could not believe it. That's 
why we gave up and put in the ear plugs. 

K..';'THY: Well.. I would not be surprised if they 
are neglecting their baby already. You know .... I 
don't think they should have had that baby in the 
first place. 
CATHY: Well.. I would not be surprised if they 
are neglecting their baby already. You know .... I 
don't think they should have had that baby in the 
first place. 

LAUREEN: I don't know what I'm going to do if 
their baby keeps on crying all night long. That 
would drive me crazy. 
MAUREEN: I don't know what I'm going to do 
if their baby keeps on crying all night long. That 
would drive me crazy. 
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KATIIY: Well, good thing Tracy is deaf. 
Otherwise, they would have bothered Tracy too. 
Let me go over to the window and see if I can 
catch them doing anything stupid this morning. 
(walks over to the window and sees CATHY) 
Ohhhhh 
CATHY: Let me go over to the window and see 
if I can catch them doing anything stupid this 
morning. (walks oVer to the window and sees 
KATHY) Ohhhhh 

LAUREEN: What happened? What's wrong? 
MAUREEN: What happened? What's wrong? 

KATHY: Those disgusting people ....... she is 
being nosy again. 
CATHY: Those disgusting people ....... she is 
being nosy again. 

LAUREEN: Who? Was she staring at us again? 
MAUREEN: Who? Was she staring at us again? 

KATHY: Yes, this time it was the grandmother. 
She looked at me like I was something illegal. I 
ought to report them to the police. 'What do you 
think Cary? 
CATHY: Yes, this time it was the grandmother. 
She looked at me like I was doing something 
illegal. I ought to report them to the police. 
What do you think Gary? 

CARY: (holds Tracy and reads newspaper) 
Whatever you say, dear. 
GARY: (holds Tracey and reads newspaper) 
'Whatever you say, dear. 
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KATHY: (takes down the newspaper) I wish you 
would pay attention. We're having a crisis here 
and all you care about is whether or not the 4gers er" kHvJ.o~tls 
won yesterday. 
CATHY: (takes down the newspaper) I wish you 
would pay attention. We're having a crisis here 
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and all you care about is whether or not the 4gers Of &uf-hJo h-tls 
won yesterday. 

CARY: I was trying to teach Tracy 
something. 
GARY: I was trying to teach Tracey something. 

KATHY: Oh sure, the last thing we want is for 
Tracy to turn into a couch potato. (takes Tracy 
away from CARY) 
CATHY: Oh sure, the last thing we want is for 
Tracey to turn into a couch potato. (takes Tracey 
away from GARY) 

CARY: Yes dear. 
GARY: Yes dear. 

NOSY NEIGHBOR: (dressed in 4gers outfit) 
Let's go, 4gers! ~f.fi;.1o &4~ 
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ACT 1 Scene 4 

TOM is reading newspaper. LAUREEN is 
visibly upset. Tracy is in a playpen. 

TIM is reading newspaper. MAUREEN is 
visibly upset. Tracey is in a playpen. 

LAUREEN: (paces back and forth) There is 
something wrong with Tracy. I just know it. 
MAUREEN: (paces back and forth) There is 
something wrong with Tracey. I just know it. 

TOM: Don't worry, dear. Remember what the 
doctor said. We are worrying too much. 
Everything is okay. 
TIN!: Don't worry, dear. Remember what the 
doctor said. Weare worrying too much. 
Everything is okay. 

LAUREEN: (assertively) But why is he 
responding to sounds? 
MAUREEN: (assertively) But why isn't she 
responding to sounds? 

TOM: (stands up)l think he is just responding to 
your movements. I remember how my parents 
thought I might be hearing at one time. Finally, 
they realized that I was just responding to 
vibrations and movements. 
TIM: (stands up)1 think she is just ignoring you. 
I remember how my parents thought I might be 
deaf at one time. Finally, they realized that I was 
too young to respond to sounds. 

LAUREEN: But stilL.l could swear he is 
hearing. I gotta try something. 
MAUREEN: But stilL.I could swear she is deaf. 
I gotta try somet.1.ing. 

TOM: Whatever. ... I wish you would just calm 
down a bit. 
TIM: Whatever. ... I wish you would just calm 
down a bit. 
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LAUREEN: (paces back andforth) There is 
something wrong with Tracy. 
MAUREEN: (paces back andforth) There is 
something wrong with Tracey. 

TOM: He is just too young to be responding or 
not responding to sounds. Besides, the doctor said 
that some babies are more alert than others. (sits 
down) 
TIM: She is just too young to be responding or 
not responding to sounds. Besides, the doctor said 
that some babies are less sensitive to noises than 
others. (sits down) 

LAUREEN: I just have this terrible feeling that 
something is wrong with him. I've got to do 
something. 
MAUREEN: Ijust have this terrible feeling that 
something is wrong with her. I've got to do 
something. 

TOM: I don't think anything is wrong with 
Tracy ...... I just wish you would calm down a bit. 
TIM: I don't think anything is wrong with 
Tracey ..... I just wish you would calm down a 
bit. 

LAUREEN: Nothing ...... nothing ... Oh God, 
please she can't be hearing. (bumps into the 
chair) See that? She is responding to sounds. is 
she hearing????.... (starts to cry) please 
pleassse ... I don't want her to be hearing. (gets 
pillow) 

TOM: Calm down. You are making enough 
racket to wake up the dead! 
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LAUREEN: Exactly... she is responding to 
every noise I make....... the last thing I want is a 
hearing baby ... oh god ... forgive me but I just 
can't stand the thought of a hearing baby ..... I just 
can't ...... I gotta do something (crying real hard 
and gets the pillow from the sofa and looks like 
she was going to suffocate Tracy) 

TOM: (startled) What are you doing? Why are 
you trying to suffocate Tracy? 

LAUREEN: Don't be silly. I was trying to 
establish eye contact with Tracy to see if he is 
deaf. You know how deaf people usually make 
good use of their eyes. 

TOM: Yeah, I guess so. Let's see what Tracy can 
do. 

Laureen and Tom start to walk around the 
crib with the pillow and look very pleased. 

LAUREEN: I'm sooooo relieved. (hugs TOM) 
look at Tracy. Notice how his eyes are following 
us and the pillow. He can deaf ..... He is not 
hearing! Thank you God. Thank you! (picks up 
Tracy and starts to dance with Tom) 

Both Tom and Laureen freeze. 

MAUREEN: (starts to clap) Nothing ..... . 
nothing ... Oh God, please she can't be deaf. (gets 
two sticks to bang) she is still sleeping ..... is she 
just sound asleep or is she deaf????.... (starts to 
cry) please pleassse ... I don't want her to be 
deaf. (gets pots and pans to bang) 

TIM: Be quiet. You are making enough racket to 
wake up the dead! 
MAUREEN: Exactly... she is still sleeping ...... . 
the last thing I want is a deaf baby ... oh god .. . 
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forgive me but I just can't stand the thought of a 
deaf baby ..... I just can't ...... I gotta do 
something (crying real hard and gets a gun out of 
the closet and looks like she was going to shoot 
Tracey but instead shoots in the air) 

TIM: (startled) What are you doing? You 
scared the shit out of me. 

MAUREEN: Oh thank you.... Tracy is 
h . 11 111 11 I' li d (h . eanng.. ..... m sooooo re eve. uggzng 
TIM) look at Tracey. She is crying. She can 
hear..... She is not deaf! Thank you God. Thank 
you! (picks up Tracy and starts to dance) 

Tom/Laureen start to dance along with Tim 
and Maureen. 

NN: (acts as if she were dead, then wakes up ..... ) 
Even the dead could hear that! If dead people 
could hear it, then deaf people can too!!!!!!!! 
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ACT 1 Scene 5 

LAUREEN is alone at home with Tracy. 
TOM is at work. 

MAUREEN is alone at home with Tracey. 
TIM is at work. 

LAUREEN: (opens the letter and reads carefully) 
My baby is hearing. Why is my baby hearing? 
Why are you punishing us, God? I don't want my 
child to be like those hearing neighbors. They are 
so rude. I don't want my child to be rude. 
What if my own child can't sign? I want him to 
sign. What if my sweet baby grows up and never 
learn how to sign and I can't understand him. 
What if he can't understand us when we sign to 
her? How will we communicate? What will we 
do? I don't know what we're going to do. Why, 
why? Why is this happening to me? (sobbing) 
MAUREEN: (opens the letter and reads 
carefully) My baby is deaf. Why is my baby 
deaf? Why are you punishing us, God? I don't 
want my child to be like those deaf neighbors. 
They are so rude. I don't want my child to be 
rude. What if my own child can never talk? I 
want her to talk. What if my sweet baby grows 
up and uses that ugly gesturing, and I can't 
understand her. What if she can't understand us 
when we talk to her? How will we communicate? 
What will we do? I don't know what we're going 
to do. Why, why? Why is this happening to me? 
(sobbing) 

TOM: (enters the house and finds LAUREEN 
weeping) What's wrong, honey? What's wrong? 
(helps Laureen to the sofa) 
TI1v1: (enters the house and finds MAUREEN 
weeping) What's wrong, honey? What's wrong? 
(helps Maureen to the sofa) 

LAUREEN: (points at the letter and continues to sob) 
MAUREEN: (points at the letter and continues to sob) 
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TOM: (reads the letter and starts to become 
angry) Noooooooooooooo. Tracy can't be 
hearing. (starts to bang on the wall, kicks the 
kitchen chair, and throws the book on the floor, 
then sits next to LAUREEN and hugs her) 
TTh1: (reads the letter and starts to become 
angry) Noooooooooooooo. Tracey can't be deaf. 
(starts to bang on the wall, kicks the kitchen 
chair, and throws the book on the floor, then sits 
next to MAUREEN and hugs her) 

LAUREEN: Our baby is hearing. What can we 
do? I mean .... we've never had any hearing 
people in either of our families before? 
MAUREEN: Our baby is deaf. What can we do? 
I mean .... we've never had any deaf people in 
either of our families before? 

TOM: I don't want a hearing son. I can't handle 
it. I just can't. 
TTh1: I don't want a deaf daughter. I can't handle 
it. I just can't. 

LAUREEN: No! he is our baby .... our flesh and 
blood. We must do everything we can to give 
him a normal life. 
MAUREEN: No!. .. she is our baby .... our flesh 
a.TJ.d blood. We must do everything we can to give 
her a normal life. 

TOM: (stands up and is angry) A normal life? 
What's a normal life for hearing people? Do you 
want Tracy to be like our neighbors? A snobbish, 
big-headed, slob just like them. .. no way! 
TIM: (stands up and is angry) A normal life? 
What's a normal life for deaf people? Do 
you want Tracey to be like our neighbors? A 
snobbish, big-headed, slob just like them ... no 
way! 
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LAUREEN: But Tracy does not have to be like 
that, even if they are. 
MAUREEN: But Tracey does not have to be like 
that, even if they are. 

TOM: Can you imagine our child talking and not 
knowing how to sign? Can you accept that? Can 
you accept our child not understanding us? 
TIM: Can you imagine our child signing and not 
knowing how to talk? Can you accept that? Can 
you accept our child not understanding us? 

LAUREEN: But it does not have to happen that 
way. We can teach him how to sign. 
MAUREEN: But it does not have to happen that 
way . We can teach her how to talk. 

TOM: Sure .. sure I have never seen any hearing 
people sign well. Remember our friends with . 
hearing children. Most of them do not sign well. 
They don't share cornman interests. They do not 
go to the deaf school, deaf college, deaf activities. 
All they want to do is to attend concerts and be 
with their hearing friends. I don't want that to 
happen to Tracy. We had our hearts set for him 
to attend CSD that we did aIld then on to 
Gallaudet... ... now what? 
TIM: Sure .. sure It's obvious that deaf people 
can't learn how to talk. What's more, they go to a 
separate school. All they want to do is to be with 
their deaf friends. I don't want that to happen to 
Tracey. We had our hearts set for her to attend 
the same school that we did and then on to 
Stanford ...... now what? 

LAUREEN: (gets up) Well.. you don't have to 
blame me for this. It's your fault! 
MAUREEN: (gets up) Well.. you don't have to 
blame me for this. It's your fault! 

TOM: Me????? my fault???? how? 
TIM: Me????? my fault???? how? 
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LAUREEN: Well ... all my relatives are deaf but 
isn't your great grandfather's youngest sister's 
grand niece hearing? Obviously, Tracy got the 
hearing genes from you. 
MAUREEN: Well... all my relatives can hear but 
isn't your great grandfather's youngest sister's 
grand niece deaf? Obviously, Tracey got the deaf 
genes from you. 

TOM: Oh great! Now you're gonna blame me 
for this? You think I'm the one who is causing all 
this ..... Well let me tell you ...... Remember when 
we went to that party and you stood by those 
blaring speakers. I bet that's when Tracy's 
hearing became stimulated and as a result, he 
became hearing. 
TIM: Oh great! Now you're gonna blame me for 
this? You think I'm the one who is causing all 
this ..... Well let me tell you ...... Remember when 
we went to that party and you stood by those 
blaring speakers. I bet that's when you ruined 
Tracey's hearing! 

LAUREEN: That's ridiculous! 
MAUREEN: That's ridiculous! 

TOM: Ridiculous? I'm not going to let you 
blame me! .. period! (walks out and slams the 
door on his way out) 
TIM: Ridiculous? I'm not going to let you blame 
me! period! (walks out and slams the door on his 
way out) 

NOSY NEIGHBOR: (scolds TOMfTIM) It's 
your fault, your fault! 

Laureen is visibly upset. She paces around 
the room, begins to clean abit, and talks to 
herself·· 

Maureen is visibly upset. She paces around 
the room, begins to clean abit, and talks to 
herself. 
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CARY (ringing the doorbell): How are my two 
lovely babies? Oh, I'm sorry. Why are you 
crying? 
GARY (ringing the doorbell): How are my two 
lovely babies? Oh, I'm sorry. Why are you 
crying? 

KATHY: Always saying the wrong thing, aren't 
you? 
CATHY: Always saying the wrong thing, aren't 
you? 

CARY: (helps Laureen to the sofa) 
GARY: (helps Maureen to the sofa) 

KATHY: (stands next to the sofa) What's wrong, 
dear? Where is TOM? Did he hurt you? Did he 
beat you up? 
CATHY: (stands next to the sofa) What's wrong, 
dear? Where is TIM? Did he hurt you? Did he 
beat you up? 

LAUREEN: He left. We got into a fight. 
MAUREEN: He left. We got into a fight. 

KATHY: Well, I'm sure he's wrong. Now, tell 
me dear. What were you fighting about? 
CATHY: Well, I'm sure he's wrong. Now, tell 
me dear. What were you fighting about? 

LAUREEN: (to Kathy) You'd better sit down. I 
have something to tell you. 
MAUREEN: (to Cathy) You'd better sit down. I 
have something to tell you. 

KATHY: (sits next to Laureen) Oh dear, do tell 
us what's wrong. 
CATHY: (sits next to Maureen) Oh dear, do tell 
us what's wrong. 
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LAUREEN: I just got a letter from the doctor 
and the tests show that Tracy is hearing. 
MAUREEN: I just got a letter from the doctor 
and the tests show that Tracey is deaf. 

KATHY: (picks up the baby and walks to the 
front of the apartment) OH, for heaven's sake. 
Tracy is hearing? He can't be. He is too cute and 
happy to be hearing! . 
CATHY: (picks up the baby and walks to the 
front of the apartment) Oh, for heaven's sake. 
Tracey is deaf? She can't be. She is too cute and 
happy to be deaf! 

CARY: Tracy is hearing? Is it confirmed? You 
know you can't trust those doctors! That's why I 
haven't been to a doctor in the last ten years! 
GARY: Tracey is deaf? Is it confirmed? You 
know you can't trust those doctors! That's why I 
haven't been to a doctor in the last ten years! 

KATHY: That's because you are too cheap to pay 
for a doctor's visit. Let me see the letter.(gives 
the baby to Cary and tells him to go and sit on the 
chair, then sits next to Laureen) 
CATHY: That's because you are too cheap to pay 
for a doctor's visit. Let me see the letter. (gives 
the baby to Gary and tells him to go and sit on the 
chair, then sits next to Maureen) 

CARY: (examines the baby to see if there is 
anything different about the baby) 
GARY: (examines the baby to see if there is 
anything different about the baby) 

LAUREEN: (hands over the letter) Go on .... 
read the letter. The doctor said that it is 
confirmed that he is hearing. 
MAUREEN: (hands over the letter) Go on .... 
read the letter. The doctor said that it is 
confirmed that she is deaf. 
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KATHY: Well ... the doctor could be wrong .... . 
CATHY: Well... the doctor could be wrong .... . 

LAUREEN: No mom. I know Tracy is hearing. 
He has been responding to sounds all the time. I 
just hoped that I was wrong. But now we know ... 
we must accept it. 
MAUREEN: No mom. I know Tracey is deaf. 
She has never responded to sounds. I just hoped 
that I was wrong. But now that we know ... we 
must accept it. 

KATHY: Well, to tell you the truth, I had 
suspected all along that he might be hearing. You 
know, he does not look normal. Look at his ears, 
they are obviously hearing. What's more, he 
doesn't have deaf eyes. Nevertheless, we all will 
love him just the same. By the way, where is 
TOM then? 
CATHY: Well, to tell you the truu1, I had 
suspected all along that she might be deaf. You 
know, she does not look normal. Look at her 
ears, they are obviously deaf. Nevertheless, we 
all will love her just the same. By the way, 
where is TIM then? 

LAUREEN: That's what we were fighting about. 
We were both so upset and we started blaming 
each other for his hearing. We said some awful 
things to each other. 
MAUREEN: That's what we were fighting about. 
We were both so upset and we started blaming 
each other for her deafness. We said some awful 
things to each other. 

KATHY: Well, if TOM has to run away like a 
little boy and can't stand up to his problems 
CATHY: Well, if TIM has to run away like a 
little boy and can't stand up to his problems 
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TOM: (walks in the apt and bumps into Kathy) 
Honey ... I'm sorry .... 
TIM: (walks in the apt and bumps into Cathy)) 
Honey ... I'm sorry .... 

KATHY: Shame on you ... walking out and 
leaving LAUREEN all by herself when she's so 
upset. 
CATHY: Shame on you ... walking out and 
leaving MAUREEN all by herself when she's so 
upset. 

LAUREEN: (stands up and interrupts 
Kathy)Mom .... stay out of this. Every time we 
have a crisis, all you can do is jump all over Tom! 
You're not helping me. 
MAUREEN: (stands up and interrupts Cathy) 
Mom .... stay out of this. Every time we have a 
crisis, all you can do is jump all over Tim! 
You're not helping me. 

CARY: (gets up and pulls Kathy to the side) 
Yeah, this is between the kids. Now listen to 
Laureen and stay out of it, ok? 
GARY: (gets up and pulls Cathy to the side) 
Yeah, this is between the kids. Now listen to 
Maureen and stay out of it, ok? 

KATHY: Don't tell me what to do ..... this is a 
family crisis and I'm part of this family! 
CATHY: Don't tell me what to do ..... this is a 
family crisis and I'm part of this family! 

CARY: (firmly) SIT DOW N and stay out 
of this for a change! 
GARY: (firmly) SIT DOW N and stay out 
of this for a change! 

TOM: (holds Laureen's hands) I'm sorry. I 
didn't mean what I said! 
TIM: (holds Maureen's hands)I'm sorry. I didn't 
mean what I said! 
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LAUREEN: (hugs TOM) I know ... I know ... I 
was awful too! (sobbing) 
MAUREEN: (hugs TIM) I know ... I know ... I 
was awful too! (sobbing) 

TOM: Well, I've been doing some thinking. 
Tracy is our baby. He is beautiful. I love him. 
We must accept him and do our best as parents. 
TIM: Well, I've been doing some thinking. 
Tracey is our baby. I love her. She is beautiful. 
We must accept her and do our best as parents. 

LAUREEN: I know. I know. We can make him 
learn to sign and be like one of us. He does not 
have to be like the neighbors! 
MAUREEN: I know. I know. We can make her 
learn to speak and be like one of us. She does not 
have to be like the neighbors! 

TOM: Yes, we will do everything to make his 
life as normal as possible. 
TIM: Yes, we will do everything to make her. life 
as normal as possible. 

KATHY: (hands the baby over to Cary and walks 
between Tom and Laureen) Well, now that you 
both have made up. Let me tell you something. 
(to TOM) You should never have walked away 
and left her alone like that! It's not right! Shame 
on you! 
CATHY: (hands the baby over to Gary and walks 
between Tim and Maureen) Well, now that you 
both have made up. Let me tell you something. 
(to TIM) You should never have walked away and 
left him alone like that! It's not right! Shame on 
you! 

TOM: (wants to say something but LAUREEN 
te Us him not to) 
TIM: (wants to say something but MAUREEN 
te Us him not to) 
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KATHY: I'll bet that those neighbors cast an evil 
spell on Tracy and made him hearing. I'm sure 
they will be laughing at us when they find out that 
he is hearing. 
CATHY: I'll bet that those neighbors cast an evil 
spell on Tracey and made her deaf. I'm sure they 
will be laughing at us when they find out that she 
is deaf. 

LAUREEN: Probably so. But I won't ever let 
them touch our Tracy. 
MAUREEN: Probably so. But I won't ever let 
them touch our Tracey. 

TOM: Speaking of that, I wonder what it is like 
over there with their new baby. I mean, I wonder 
how hearing people raise their children? 
TIM: Speaking of that, I wonder what it is like 
over there with their new baby. I mean, I wonder 
how deaf people raise their children? 

KATHY: Let me go over there and see what's 
going on there! 
CATHY: Let me go over there and see what's 
going on there! 

LAUREEN: And do what? Will you just knock 
on their door and say hello and I want to see what 
you are doing with your baby? 
MAUREEN: And do what? Will you just knock 
on their door and say hello and I want to see what 
you are doing with your baby? 

KATHY: Heavens no! I will just snea.lc a peek 
through the window. I'll be right back (walks 
outside to the neighbor's window) 
CATHY: Heavens no! I will just sneak a peek 
through the window. I'll be right back (walks 
outside to the neighbor's window) 

CARY was napping with his pants 
unzipped. TOM was sitting picking his nose. 
LAUREEN was lying on Tom's lap. 
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GARY was napping with his pants 
unzipped. TIM was sitting picking his nose. 
MAUREEN was lying on Tim's lap. 

KATHY: (walks back in the house) Well I must 
say that there is plenty wrong with that family. 
CATHY: (walks back in the house) Well I must 
say that there is plenty wrong with that family. 

LAUREEN: Wbat did you see? 
MAUREEN: Wbat did you see? 

KATHY: (stands by the sofa) For one thing, their 
house is a complete mess. It looks like they 
haven't cleaned up in a year. There's newspapers 
allover the place, chairs toppled over and the 
poor wife, she was looking so sad. I'm sure the 
husband is a drunk and that those parents of hers 
are not doing anything to help her out. 
CATHY: (stands by the sofa) For one thing, their 
house is a complete mess. It looks like they 
haven't cleaned up in a year. There's newspapers 
all over the place, chairs toppled over and the 
poor wife, she was looking so sad .. I'm sure the 
husband is a drunk and that those parents of hers 
are not doing anything to help her out. 

LAUREEN: Yeah, but what about their baby? 
MAUREEN: Yeah, but what about their baby? 

KATHY: I could not see the baby. And, what's 
more they have no manners. (stands behind Tom) 
The husband was picking his nose .... disgusting ... 
disgusting. 
CATHY: I could not see the baby. And, what's 
more they have no manners. (stands behind Tim) 
The husband was picking his nose .... disgusting ... 
disgusting. 

TOM: (stops picking his nose) 
TIM: (stops picking his nose) 
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KATHY: (stands behind Laureen) And the wife 
was just being lazy as usual. All she was doing 
was lying on the sofa, doing nothing. 
CATHY: (stands behind Maureen) And the wife 
was just being lazy as usual. All she was doing 
was lying on the sofa, doing nothing. 

LAUREEN: (sits up straight on the sofa) 
MAUREEN: (sits up straight on the sofa) 

KATHY: (walks over the chair where Cary is) 
And the grandfather was asleep with pants 
unzipped ... disgusting .... disgusting! 
CATHY: (walks over the chair where Gary is) 
And the grandfather was asleep with pants 
unzipped ... disgusting .... disgusting! 

CARY: (sits up straight and zips up) 
GARY: (sits up straight and zips up 

TOM: They're really gross! I'm glad we are not 
like them. 
TIM: They're really gross! I'm glad we are not 
like them. 

LAUREEN: That's right. Tracy won't be like 
them. He'll have manners like we do. 
MAUREEN: That's right. Tracey won't be like 
them. She'll have manners like we do. 

KATHY: Good. That's settled. Now let's clean 
up this mess. We don't want anyone to see this 
filthy place. (starts to tidy up) 
CATHY: Good. That's settled. Now let's clean 
up this mess. We don't want anyone to see this 
filthy place. (starts to tidy up) 

NOSY NEIGHBOR: Clean .. clean .. clean 
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ACT 2 Scene 1 

Tom is walking outside. Laureen rushes 
over and taps him on his shoulder. 

Tim is walking outside. Maureen calls him 
on the cellular phone. 

Tracey observes the whole incident from 
he r apartment. She is fascinated by the ease of 
communication between Tom and Laureen. 

Tracy observes the whole incident from his 
apartment. He is fascinated by the cellular phone. 

TOM: Bye, bye. I'm off to the store (kisses 
Laureen and walks out of the apartment) 
TIM: Bye, bye. I'm off to the store. (kiss 
Maureen and walks out of the apartment) 

LAUREEN: (forgets something, runs to the 
window and tries to get Tom's attention, then runs 
outside and catches him) 
MAUREEN: (forgets something, runs to the 
window, picks up the cellular phone) 

TOM: Yes? 
TIM: (picking up his cellular phone) Hello? 

LAUREEN: Can you also pick up some milk on 
your way home? 
MAUREEN: Hi, it's me. Can you also pick up 
some milk on your way home? 

TOM: No problem. 
TIM: No problem. 

LAUREEN: And what else? 
MAUREEN: And what else? 

TOM: I know, I know ... you want bread too. 
TIM: I know, I know ... you want bread too. 
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LAUREEN: And don't forget sugar. Now 
remember you are to bring home three things. 
MAUREEN: And don't forget sugar. Now 
remember you are to bring home three things. 

TOM: yeah ..... three things..... bread, sugar 
andhmmmmm 
TTh1: Yeah ..... three things...... bread, sugar and 
hmmmmm 

LAUREEN: milk .. it's milk! 
MAUREEN: milk .. it's milk! 

TOM: yeah .... Yeah ... Good bye .. I love you. 
TTh1: yeah .... Yeah... good bye .. I love you. 

Tom leaves the area. 
Tim leaves the area. 

NOSEY NEIGHBOR: Shhhhh! Don't tell 
anyone. (turns to TracylTracey) The coast is 
clear. 

Tracey walks outside the apartment and sits 
down in the front. Tracy steps outside and 
decides to go over to Tim/Maureen's apartment. 
Tracey decides to visit TomlLaureen and walks 
over. 

TRACEY: (signs in SEE) Hello. May I come in 
for a while? 
TRACY: Hello! May I come in for a while? 

LAUREEN: (looks surprised) Hi.... I didn't 
know you can sign. I have never seen you sign as 
you always talk to your parents. 
MAUREEN: (looks surprised) Hi ... I didn't 
know you can talk. I always see you signing with 
your parents. 
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TRACEY: Yeah, my parents don't know sign 
language. They expect me to speak and lip-read. 
I use signs at school. 
TRACY: Yeah, my parents can't hear. I use 
sign language with them. I usually talk at school 
with my friends. 

LAUREEN: I see, Do your parents know you are 
here? 
MAUREEN: I see, Do your parents know you 
are here? 

TRACEY: No but that's okay. They don't have 
to know. 
TRACY: No, but that's okay. They don't have to 
know. 

LAUREEN: I see ... come on in ... is there 
something you want to talk about? 
MAUREEN: I see ... come on in ... is there 
something you want to talk about? 

TRACEY: Not really. My parents won't allow 
me to have any contact with you but today I was 
watching you signing to your husband. Boy, you 
both sure sign fast and use lots of facial 
expressions. My parents would never let me learn 
ASL, especially without using my voice! 
TRACY: Not really. My parents won't allow me 
to have any contact with you but today I was 
watching your husband talking with you on the 
cellular phone. You are so lucky to have one of 
those. I also love listening to your music through 
the wall. You know .. we don't have a stereo or 
anything like that. 

LAUREEN: (talks to the audience) No ASL... 
how sad! (to Tracey) Really, that's really sad. 
You need to be exposed to ASL. Without ASL, 
life is worthless. 
MAUREN: (talks to the audience) No music ... 
how sad! (to Tracey) Really, that's sad. You 
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need to be exposed to music. Without music, life 
is boring. 

TRACEY: I know. Ijust wish my parents would 
let me visit you so I could learn ASL from you. 
TRACY: I know. Ijust wish my parents would 
let me visit you so I could listen to music. 

~Your parents don't sign at all? 
~ You don't have a guitar or anything at 

~A~!kN 
TRACEY: No never, they get upset if I use my 
hands to communicate. 
TRACY: No we dont. My parents get upset if I 
"waste" time listening to music. 

LAUREEN: But how do you communicate with 
them? They don't know how to sign, right? 
MAUREEN: By the way, how do you 
communicate with them? They use sign language, 
right? 

TRACEY: Yes, I talk and lip-read them all the 
time. 
TRACY: Yes, I use ASL with them. 

LAUREEN: Oh boy, that must be hard not to 
sign with them! 
MAUREEN: Oh boy, that must be hard not 
having anyone to talk with in the house. 

TRACEY: Yeah, I feel left out alot. 
TRACY: Yeah, I guess so. 

TOM: (enters the apartment with a bag of food) 
Hello! What a surprise to see you here!(puts the 
food in the kitchen) 
TIM: (enters the apartment with a bag offood) 
Hello! What a surprise to see you here! (puts the 
food in the kitchen) 
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LAUREEN: Yeah, we were talking about ASL. 
She does not know any ASL. ... imagine that! 
(pulls Tom to the front of the apartment and signs 
small) By the way, do you know where Tracy is? 
I don't want him in the house while Tracey is 
here. She could be a bad influence on him. 
MAUREEN: Yeah, we were talking about music. 
He knows very little about it... .. imagine that! 
(pulls Tim to the front of the apartment and 
whisper) By the way, do you know where Tracey 
is? I don't want her in the house while Tracy is 
here. He could be a bad influence on her. 

TOM: No, I haven't seen him in a while. He 
must be out doing something with his friends. 
TIM: No, I haven't seen her in a while. She must 
be out doing something with her friends. 

TRACEY: (sits on the sofa and smiles) 
TRACY: (picks up the guitar) 

TOM: What are you doing? Why are you staring 
at me? 
TIM: What are you doing? Haven't you ever 
seen a guitar before? 

TRACEY: I just love watching you signing. It's 
so different from what I use at school. 
TRACY: Yeah, but it's not often that I get to play 
with one. 

LAUREEN: How do you sign at your school? 
Like this? (signs in exaggerated SEE and mouth 
movement) How are you? I am fine. Thank you. 
MAUREEN: If you don't have anything at home 
to play or listen to, what do you do for fun? Do 
you just sit and do nothing? (stares at wall) 

TRACEY: Well, I don't sign like that. But you 
sign so differently. Sometimes I have hard time 
understanding you! 
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TRACY: Well, it's not that bad! Besides, even if 
I had one, I couldn't play it. I don't know any 
chords. 

TOM: That's because you have not been exposed 
to the language and culture of deaf people. 
TIM: That's because no one's shown you how. 

TRACEY: That's true. My parents told me ASL 
is bad. It is for deaf people who are not smart. 
TRACY: That's true. My parents told me that 
music is a waste of time. It is for hearing people 
who do not have anything better to do. 

LAUREEN: Your mom said that? Well, she is 
wrong. ASL is beautiful. (talks to Tom) Why 
don't we teach her some ASL? 
MAUREEN: Your mom said that? Well, she is 
wrong. Music is beautiful. You should be able to 
learn to play if you want to. (talks to Tim) Why 
don't we teach him how to play? 

TRACEY: Oh would you? Please?????? 
TRACY: Oh would you? Please???? 

TOM: Ok Sure..... but what about your parents? 
TIM: Ok sure.... but what about your parents? 

TRACEY: Just as long as they don't catch me 
signing, I will be fine. 
TRACY: Just as long as they don't catch me 
fooling around with music, I will be fine. 

LAUREEN: Ok let us show you something 
beautiful in ASL. 
MAUREEN: Hand me my guitar and I will show 
you how to play. 

TRACEY: Greeeeaaaaaat! 
TRACY: Greeeeaaaaaat! 
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MAUREEN: (plays a short song and then TIM, 
TRACY and Maureen freeze) 

TOM: Do you know the national anthem? 

TRACEY: Yes, I do. 

LAUREEN: Show us how you do it. 

TRACEY: Ok. (signs in SEE) 

LAUREEN: Huh? That's really a terrible way to 
do the anthem! It's so much more inspirational 
when it's done in ASL! 

TRACEY: I'd love to see it in ASL. Can you 
show me, please? 

TOM: Sure.... (signs in ASL) 

TRACEY: Wow, that's really beautiful. (looks 
at time)I better go. I don't want my parents to 
worry about me. I don't want them to know I 
was here, ok. Thanks 
TRACY: Wow, that's really beautiful. (looks at 
time) I better go. I don't want my parents to 
worry about me. I don't want them to know I 
was here, ok. Thanks. 

TOM: Sure, practice signing in ASL whenever 
you can. Be proud of your deafness. You have 
beautiful signs. Use it. . 
TIM: Sure, listen to music whenever you can. Be 
proud that you can hear. Use it. 

Tracey: Oh yes, I will try. Thank you. Thank 
you. 
Tracy: Oh yes, I will try. Thank you. Thank 
you. 

LAUREEN: Good bye. Take care. (turns to 
TOM after Tracey left) That poor girl. She is so 
deprived. Her parents must be no good for being 
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so blind about her needs. She is deaf and they 
need to accept it. 
MAUREEN: Good bye. Take care. (turns to 
TIM after Tracey left) That poor boy. He is so 
deprived. His parents must be no good for being 
so blind about his needs. He can hear and they 
need to accept it. 

TOM: I know. At least she is signing. 
TTh1: I know. At least he can learn to play 
alittle. 

LAUREEN: You call that signing? (imitates SEE 
signs) What nonsense! Anyway, I'm glad Tracy 
was not home as I don't want him to be around 
her. 
MAUREEN: You call that music? (imitates 
guitar playing) What nonsense! Anyway, I'm 
glad Tracey was not home as I don't want her to 
be around him. 

TOM: True ... true ... 
TTh1: True .. true .. 

NN: Wow ...... learning their own cultures ..... . 
(doing ASL imitation and then doing a song 
imitation) 

On the way home, Tracey bumps into 
Tracy. She could not keep her eyes off him. 

TRACEY: (solo) Oh my god. He's so cute. I 
mean .. I can't believe I never noticed that 
before .... he's so handsome. What a total babe .... 
(plops down on the sofa) 

TRACY: (solo) Oh my god. She's so cute. I 
mean .. I can't believe I never noticed that 
before .... she's so handsome. What a total babe .... 
(plops down on the sofa) 

TRACEY: (solo) And he was looking right at 
me!. Is it possible that he likes me? Oh my 
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god .... .I hope so! Why me of all girls ...... ? Oh 
my god ... I'll just die if he asks me out.. .. . 

TRACY: (solo) Andshe was looking right at me!. 
Is it possible thatShe likes me? Oh my god .... .! 
hope so! Why me of alllit! ...... ? Oh my god .. . 
I'll just die ifshe asks me out!.~. 

TRACEY: (with Tracy) (stands up and walks to 
and then along the "wall") Can you just imagine 
us walking together .... holding hands ..... and 
kissing? (pretend to kiss then have a terrible 
thought) Oh my god! I have never kissed 
before ..... 
TRACY: (with Tracey) (stands up and walks to 
and then along the "wall") Can you just imagine 
us walking together .... holding hands ..... and 
kissing? (pretend to kiss then have a terrible 
thought) Oh my god! I have never kissed 
before ..... 

TRAC~)'": (solo) (paces around the room) I don't 
want ~~o think I'm a kid or something ... what 
am I gonna do? Oh god ... I think I'm gonna throw 
up! 

TRACY: (solo) (paces around the room) I don't 
want her to think I'm a kid or something ... what 
am I gonna do? Oh god ... I think I'm gonna throw 
up! 

TRACEY: (with Tracy) (walks to the "wall" as 
she wipes her hands on her pants) Why am I all 
sweaty? (faces the audience) IS THIS LOVE?! 
TRACY: (with Tracey) (walks to the "wall" as 
Ihe wipes his hands on his pants) Why am I all 
sweaty? (faces the audience) IS THIS LOVE?! 
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Act 2 Scene 2 

TOM, LAUREEN, KATHY & CARY are 
seated in the apartment. They all are reading 
trashy magazines (Enquirer, Star, Globe and 
Sun). 

TIM, MAUREEN, €.ATHY & GARY are 
reading idential magazines in the other apartment. 

Tracy and Tracey sneak out of their 
apartment to visit. They are in front of their 
apartments. They are delighted to see each other. 
They are at a loss for words. 

TRACY: Hi. 

TRACEY: Hi. What's up? 

TRACY: Nothin'much. You're the girl who 
lives next door, right? 

TRACEY: Yeah (fidgeting) So ... uh ... what's your 
name? 

TRACY: My name? T-R-A-C-Y 

TRACEY: No, no .... what is your name? 

TRACY: T-R-A-C-Y! 

TRACEY: No no ... I mean your name, not mine. 

TRACY: Yes, itis T-R-A-C-Y. 

TRACEY: Really???? We've got almost the same 
name. Fate must have planned for us to get 
together. 

TRACY: Cool... let's see what else we have in 
common. What's your birth sign? 

TRACEY: Capricorn 
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TRACY: Just like me! It's fate for sure! 

Both Tracy and Tracey look up to the sky. 

Kathy and Cathy approach the window and 
are horrified by what they saw. 

TRACEY: Let's see, when's your birthday? 

TRACY: January 14th 

TRACEY: Wow! 

TRACY: Don't tell me you and I have the same 
birthday? 

Both Tracy and Tracey look up to the sky. 

Kathy/Cathy tell LaureenlMaureen to come 
to the window. They are shocked to see Tracy 
and Tracey together. 

TRACEY: Now, te11 me what's your favorite TV 
show? 

TRACY: "Married with Children" 

TRACEYfTRACY (in unison): Fate! 

Both Tracy and Tracey look up to the sky. 

Tom.fFim come to the window and become 
very angry. 

TRACEY tries to put her arm around him 
but decides not to. 

TRACY tries to put his arm around her but 
decides not to. 

TRACEY tries again. TRACY tries again. 
They both find their arms locking into each other 
in the air. Both hold hands together and smile at 
each other. -
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TRACEyrrRACY (in unison): FATE! 

Both Tracy and Tracey look up to the sky. 

Cary/Gary walk to the window and shake 
their heads. 

TRACY: Can I kiss you? 

TOM/TIMILAUREENIMAUREENIKATHY / 
CATHY/CARY/GARY: NOOOOOO! 

TRACEY: No. 

The families look relieved! 

TRACY: (looking sad and embarrassed) Why 
not? 

TRACEY: Because I want to kiss you first. 

TOMITIMILAUREENIMAUREENIKA THY/ 
CATHY/CARY/GARY: NOOOOOO! 

TRACY. Ohhhhhh, yes you may! 

They attempt to kiss but are interrupted by 
the families. Scared, TRACY and TRACEY run 
to their apartments. 

TOM: 'What's the idea, flirting and kissing with 
the neighbor's daughter? You know that family is 
no good. 
TIM: What's the idea, flirting and kissing with 
the neighbor's son? You know that family is no 
good. 

TRACY: Well, I.... 
TRACEY: Well, 1... .. 

LAUREEN: That is right.. .. you deserve 
someone better than that girl. 
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MAUREEN: That is right...you deserve someone 
better than that boy. 

TRACY: But.. but... 
TRACEY: But... but.. 

CARY: You know ... the whole family is no 
good. It's not a good idea to be involved with 
them. 
GARY: You know ... the whole family is no 
good. It's not a good idea to be involved with 
them. 

TRACY: Why? What's wrong with that family? 
Give me one specific reason why they are no 
good?? 
TRACEY: Why? What's wrong with that 
family? Give me one specific reason why they 
are no good??? . 

KATHY: Well, I can give you plenty of reasons, 
starting with well, er ummm 
CATHY: Well, I can give you plenty of reasons, 
staring with well, er ummm 

LAUREEN: Truthfully, it is always better for 
people to live among themselves. 
MAUREEN: Truthfully, it is better for people to 
live among themselves. 

KATHY: Absolutely, you see your mom and dad 
coming from different backgrounds and they are 
having a difficult time getting along. 
CATHY: Absolutely, you see your mom and dad 
coming from different backgrounds and they are 
having a difficult time getting along. 

TOM: What??? We don't get along? 
TIM: What??? We don't get along? 

LAUREEN: You don't know what you are 
talking about. 
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MAUREEN: You don't know what you are 
talking about. 

All start to talk at the same time. Both 
Tracy and Tracey get tired of this crap and sit 
near the wall, "next to" each other. 

NOSEY NEIGHBOR: (Imitating family fighting) 
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ACT 2 Scene 3 

Tracy and Tracey meet in the front of their 
apartments. Tracy has just purchased an 
engagement ring for Tracey. Tracey has just 
purchased an engagement necklace for Tracy. 

TRACY: I missed you. 

TRACEY. I missed you too. 

TRACY: I love you. 

TRACEY: I love you too! 

TRACY: How much? This much? Or this 
much? 

TRACEY: I love you very very very much. Do 
you think I'm cute? 

TRACY. Yes. And do you thi!1k I am handsome? 

TRACEY: Oh yes, and how much do you love 
me? 

TRACY: More than anything in the world. I 
wrote a poem for you! (signs poem in ASL, 
asking her to marry him) 

1 Walk alone 

2 Look around 

1 Feel lonely 

2 See each other 

1 Fall in love 

2 Fall madly in love 

1 two of us walking together 
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2 look at each other 

1 Talk alot 

2 Two of us walking together 

1 Hearts beating 

2 Two of us walking together 

1 me dream 

2 two of us 

1 nng 

2 two of us 

1 become one 

TRACEY: That's beautiful 

TRACY; and?? 

TRACEY: very romantic 

TRACY: and?? 

TRACEY: very creative 

TRACY: and? 

TRACEY (IN SEE) And I wrote a poem for you 
too! (Signs poem in SEE to ask him to marry 
her) 

I had been alone alot recentJy 

I was looking 
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As I had been feeling loneh. 

But now, it's you I am seeing 

I know our relationship is just love.!): 

That's why it's you I am loving 

I love it when we are alone, holding hands tight.!): 

Often, we would spend hours being together, just staring 

Other times when we are together, we would talk constanth 

Remember the time when we were on the beach, walking 

Our hearts would beat rapidh 

That's why I love it when we're together strolling 

I have to tell you about this dream I remember so vividh 

That is for us becoming 

One with a ring so romanticalh 

Perfect for us who could not be more loving 

Let's get married and live forever happilY. 

TRACY: That's really beautiful 

TRACEY: And? 

TRACY: Romantic?!? 

TRACEY; And?? 

TRACY: Creative 

TRACEYfTRACY: (in unison) Will you marry 
me? Please say yes! 
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TRACEY: (looking surprised) You asking me to 
marry you? I was just asking you to marry me! 
I have this engagement necklace just for you. 
(shows the box to Tracy) 
TRACY: (looking surprised) You asking me to 
marry you? I was just asking you to marry me! I 
have this engagement ring just for you! (shows 
the box to Tracey) 

TRACY: Wow! It must be .... 

TRACYITRACEY: FATE!!!!! 

TRACEY: But, but... what should we do about 
our parents! You know our parents wouldn't 
approve. 

TRACY: To hell with them, it's you I want. I 
don't care what our parents think. 

TRACEY: Obbbb I love you, but I am scared. 

TRACY: I love you, too and I want you to be 
mine forever. 

TRACEY: Ohbbh, me too. I'm worried 
about my parents. I know they will be very 
upset! 

TRACY: My parents will be, too! But we won't 
live with them forever! We are adults now. We 
can make our own decisions. 

TRACEY: Yes, that's true ...... well let me show 
you what I got for you. 

Tracy and Tracey are nervous. They open 
their boxes of rings and necklace. 

Tracy: Tell me again, how much do you love 
me? 
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Tracey: Alot! And you? 

TRACY: Oh yes, more than anything in the 
world! Do you think I am cute? 

TRACEY: Of course, I do! And do you think 
I'm beautiful? 

TRACY: Yes, yes and do you think I am 
handsome? 

TRACEY: Yes! Do you think I'm fun to be 
with? 

TRACY: Oh, Totally .... Do you think I am fun 
to be with? 

TRACY: Oh yes. Now tell me once again, do 
you really, really love me? 

TRACEY: Oh yes! Yes, I do! Now, will you 
marry me for sure? 

TRACY: YES! 

TRACEY: Oh wonderfuL you've made me the 
happiest woman on earth. 

TRACY: Great, now let's tell our parents. 

TRACEY: Now? 

TRACY: Why not! Let's go. 

TRACEY: Well, ummm, Let's tell your parents 
first. 

TRACY: No, no, yours first. 

TRACEY: I'm scared of how my parents will 
react. 

TRACY: Me too! 
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TRACEY: Let's sit down and plan this out. 

TRACY: I know! Let's practice. (pretending to 
address parents) You know ... I love your 
daughter very much. We have decided to get 
married. 

TRACEY: No, no, that won't work. We need to 
show them that we mean business. Let's start 
again. We should sit together and hold hands. 
That way they will know that we are truly in love. 
Let's go to your parents first. 

TRACY: No, no yours first. 

TRACEY: Why don't we flip a coin? Heads or 
tails? 

TRACY: Heads 

TRACEY: (flips coin) It's heads! We go to your 
parents first! 

Tracy and Tracey walk over to Tracy's 
apartment. 

TRACY: Hi mom and dad! 

TOM: Hi. (notices Tracey) What's 
Tracey doing here? Why are you with 
her? 

TRACY: I have something to tell you. I 
want you both to sit down. 

LAUREEN: What? What's going on? 

TRACY: Sit down ... sit down, please. 

LAUREEN: (looking puzzled) What's going on? 
Why is Tracey here? 
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TOM: What's the idea? You know we don't want 
you to hang around with Tracey. 

TRA.CY: (looking scared) Well.. I want to tell 
you something ... well actually, she has something 
to tell you. (runs behind her and shoves her hand 
forward) 

TRACEY: (looking shocked) Tracy, stop it. It's 
not how we practiced. Now ... tell them. 

TOM: Tell us what? 

TRACY: You tell them. 

TRACEY: Well, we have decided to get married. 

TOM: What? (pulls Tracy) You proposed? 
You must be out of your mind! 

LAUREEN: Oh no. My baby did that? It can't 
be. I won't allow this to happen. Tom??? 

TOM: No way! Now Tracy ... tell me Is this 
true? 

TRACY: (looking sheepish) Yeah, we want to 
get married. We are in love. 

LAUREEN: (turning to TRACEY) I think it's 
best if you leave. I know you are pressuring 
TRACY into this. 

TRACY: No. We both decided we want to get 
together. It's what we both want. 

TOM: Please leave. 

TRACEY: (looking helpless) but but.. 

TRACY: Let's go. They can't tell us what to do 
any more. Were adults now. (walks out of the 
apartment) 
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Both Tom and Laureen sit on the sofa, 
looking very upset. 

They walk over to Tracey's apartment. 

TRACEY: Hi mom and dad. 

TIM: Hi. (notices Tracy) What's Tracey 
doing here? Why are you with him? 

TRACEY: I have something to tell you. I 
want you both to sit down. 

MAUREEN: What? What's going on? 

TRACEY: Sit down ... sit down, please. 

MAUREEN: (looking puzzled) What's going on? 
Why is Tracy here? 

TIM: What's the idea? You know we don't want 
you to hang around with Tracey. 

TRACEY: (looking scared) Well.. I want to tell 
you something ... well actually, he has something 
to tell you. (runs behind him and shoves him 
forward) 

TRACY: (looking shocked) Tracey, stop it. It's 
not how we practiced. Now ... tell them. 

TIM: Tell us what? 

TRACEY: You tell them. 

TRACY: Well, we have decided to get married. 

TIM: What? (Pulls Tracey out) You 
proposed? You must be out of your mind! 

MAUREEN: Oh no. My baby did that? It can't 
be. I won't allow this to happen. Tim? 
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TIM: No way! Now Tracey ... tell me is this 
true? 

TRACEY: (looking sheepish) Yeah, we want to 
get married. We are in love. 

MAUREEN: (turning to TRACEY) I think it's 
best if you leave. I know you are pressuring 
TRACEY into this. 

TRACEY: No. We both decided we want to get 
together. It's what we both want. 

TIM: Please leave. 

TRACY: (looking helpless) but... but.. 

TRACEY: Let's go. They can't tell us what to do 
anymore. We're adults now. (walks out of the 
apartment) 

Both Tim and Maureen sit on the sofa, 
looking very upset. 

LAUREEN: What should we do? We can't just 
let them get married. 
MAUREEN: What should we do? We can't just 
let them get married. 

TOM: Yes, we don't want that trash in our 
family. We need to stop them somehow. 
TIM: Yes, we don't want that trash in our family. 
We need to stop them somehow. 

LAUREEN: Wait. I have an idea. Why don't 
we go over to the neighbors and ask them for 
their help? I'm sure they are as upset as we are. 
MAUREEN: Wait. I have an idea. Why don't 
we go over to the neighbors and ask them for 
their help? I'm sure they are as upset as we are. 
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TOM: Do you think it's a good idea to ask 
for their help? 
TIM: Do you think it's a good idea to ask 
for their help? 

LAUREEN: I think we should. I mean, 
what else can we do? 
MA UREEN: I think we should. I mean, 
what else can we do? 

TOM: I guess you are right. But what if 
they refuse to talk with us and slam their 
door on us? 
TIM: I guess you are right. But what if 
they refuse to talk with us and slam their 
door on us? 

LAUREEN: That's a chance we'll hav~ to 
take. We must stop this marriage! 
MAUREEN: That's a chance we'll have to 
take. We must stop this marriage! 

Tom and Laureen meet Tim and Maureen 
in front of the apartment building. They are 
unsure about how to communicate. Finally, 
Laureen gestures for them to come over to their 
apartment. 

LAUREEN: (gesturing them to sit on the sofa) 

TOM: (gesturing to see if they want some drink) 

MAUREEN: (to TIM) Look, look. They have 
exactly the same furniture as we do. 

TIM: Yes, I noticed. What do you think they are 
trying to do? 

MAUREEJ."'l: I don't know. This explains why 
they always were trying to sneak a peek through 
our window. (trying to gesture to Laureen that 
they have identical furniture) 
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LAUREEN: (indicating that she does not 
understand her) 

MAUREEN: (turns to Tim) She doesn't seem to 
understand me. I'm not sure if she is trying to 
bluff her way out of this one or what. You 
know .... she ought to be embarrassed for buying 
the same furniture as ours. 

TIM: I guess the only way to tell them that 
we have exactly the same furniture is to 
take them over to our apartment. (speaking 
loudly and exaggerately) Why don't you come to 
our apartment? 

TOM: (to Laureen) It seems that they want us to 
come to their apartment. 

LAUREEN: What for? 

TOM: I don't know, but I think we should. 

LAUREEN: I guess so. Let me bring paper and 
pencil so that we can get down to business once 
we get to their apartment. I wish they know how 
to sign. It's really a shame that they have not 
learned especially since they have a deaf daughter. 

TOM: I know. It's really sad that we have to 
resort to paper and pencil to communicate. Only 
if they knew how to sign, then we'd have no 
communication problems. 

TIM: (to MA UREEN) I think they are corning. 
Do we have enough paper and pencil at home? I 
don't know how else we could communicate. 

MAUREEN: Yes, we do. It's really unfortunate 
that they have not learned how to speak. I'm so 
glad our daughter is not like that! 

TIM: I know. It's really sad that we have to 
resort to paper and pencil to communicate. Only 
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if they knew how to talk, then we'd have no 
communication problems. 

They walk over to Tim and Maureen's 
apartment. 

LAUREEN: (to TOM) Look, look. They have 
exactly the same furniture as we do. 

TOM: Yes, I noticed. What do you think they 
are trying to do? 

LAUREEN: I don't know. This explains why 
they always were trying to sneak a peek through 
our window. 

Everyone begins to write back and forth. 

TOM: (to Laureen) I just told them that we 
noticed that we have exactly the same furniture. 
TIM: (to Maureen) He's writing that we have 
exactly the same fumiture. 

They all begin to nod to each other. 
Tom/Tim continue to write back and forth. 
Laureen/Maureen are doing the same. 

LAUREEN: (to Tom) She's telling me that she's 
from Pittsburgh, just like me. 
MAUREEN: (to Tim) She's from Pittsburgh, 
just like me. 

TOM: (to Laureen) He works in the Post Office. 
StraIlge that I never see him there. 
TIM: (to Maureen) He works in the Post Office. 
Strange that I never see him there. 

LAUREEN: (to Tom) And what's more, we 
. lived in the same section of the town. 
MAUREEN: (to Tim) And what's more, we lived 
in the same section of the town. 
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TOM: (to Laureen) We have exactly the same 
job at the Post Office, except that he works in 
Oakland. 
TIM: (to Maureen) We have exactly the same 
job at L.'1e Post Office, except that he works in San 
Jose. 

LAUREEN: That's funny, you in Oakland and he 
in San Jose doing exactly the same work. 
MAUREEN: That's funny, you in San Jose and 
he in Oakland doing exactly the same work. 

Everyone starts to laugh and continues to 
write back and forth. 
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ACT 2 Scene 4 

NN (dressed as a minister, her back to the 
audience) 

TRACY appears in tuxedo. 

NN: (turns around and slowly tells the audience 
to stand up) 

Music plays - Here comes the bride. 

TRACEY walks down the aisle with TIM and 
meets TRACY on the stage. 

NN: Will you take this man to be your husband, 
to love and cherish forever, for better or worse, 
for richer or poorer, in sickness and good health? 

TRACEY: I do. 

NN: Will you take this woman to be your wife, 
to love and cherish forever, for better or worse, 
for richer or poorer, in sickness and good health? 

TRACY: I do. 

NN: Now you may kiss the bride! 
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Just when Tracy and Tracey begin to kiss, Kathy and Cathy 
interrupt. 

KATHY: We wrote a poem 
just for you! I will sign 
and Cathy will speak. 
CATHY: We wrote a poem 
just for you, too! I will speak and 
Kathy will sign. 
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KATHY: This poem is in ASL and 
I'll be using the handshape "5". 
(emphasizing the sign, "5" to 
CAthy) 
CATHY: Five???? 

KATHY: Born 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Raise children 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Worry 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Bad 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: No 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: 2 hands joined together 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Holding hands 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 
KATHY: Two of us 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Upset 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Clash 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Stubborn 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Marry 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Man/Woman 
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CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Good 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Relieved 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Wait (stop) 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Dirty 
CATHY: (looking puzzled) 5 

KATHY: Clean, clean 
CATIfY: (looking puzzled) 5 

All deaf people laugh while hearing people are looking puzzled. 

KATHY: What's wrong? You look 
confused. 

TRACY: (explaining to Kathy) 
Well, Cathy had it alI wrong. 
She was saying "five" 
for every sign you signed. 

KATHY: (gesturing to Cathy) No, 
no. Remember how we practiced. 
Each time I signed 5, you were 
supposed to say the words 

CATHY: Qh, that's right. I forgot. I 
was nervous. 

TRACY: Why don't you do it again? 

KATHY: Born 
CATHY: Born 

KATHY: Raise children 
CATHY: Raise children 



KATHY: Worry 
CATHY: Worry 

KATHY: Bad 
CATHY: Bad 

KATHY: No 
CATHY: No 

KATHY: 2 hands joined 
CATHY: 2 hands joined together 

KATHY: Holding hands 
CATHY: Holding hands 

KATHY: Upset 
CATHY: Upset 

KATHY: Clash 
CATHY: Argue 

KATHY: Stubborn 
CATHY: Stubborn 

KATHY: Marry 
CATHY: Marry 

KATHY: Man 
CATHY: Man 

KATHY: Woman 
CATHY: Woman 

KATHY: Good 
CATHY: Good 

KATHY: Relieved 
CATHY: Relieved 

KATHY: Wait/Stop 
CATHY: Wait 
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KATHY: Dirty 
CATHY: Dirty 

KATHY: Clean/clean 
CATHY: Clean/clean 

Kathy and Cathy approach Tracy and Tracey to 
hug them. After hugging, Tracy and Tracey try to 
kiss each other but are interrupted by Cary and Gary. 

CARY: Gary and I came up 
with a poem too. 
GARY: Cary and I came up 
with a poem too. 

ALL: Great, let's see how 
you do yours. 

CARY: This poem is done 
wit.'1 the V handshape. 
GARY: This poem is done 
with the V handshape. 

CARY: Look back 
GARY: Looking back 

CARY: Two of you 
GARY: Two of you 

CARY: Walking together 
GARY: Walking together 

CAR Y: Looking at each other 
GARY: Looking at each other 

CARY: Two of us 
GARY: Two of us 

CARY: Stuck 
GARY: Stuck 
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CARY: Upset 
GARY: Upset 

CARY: See 
GARY: Seeing 

CARY: Two of you walking together 
GARY: Two of you walking together 

CARY: Change mind 
GARY: We change our mind 

CARY: Two of you 
GARY: Two of you 

CARY: Stay together - Hold hands 
GARY: Should stay together 

ALL: Wow, that was great! 
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Tracy and Tracey try to kiss but are interrupted by Laureen and 
Maureen. 

LAUREEN: We have got something 
special for you too! 
MAUREEN: We have got something 
special for you too! 

TRACY: Really! 
TRACEY: Really! 

LAUREEN: Our poem uses handshapes 
from 1 to 10. 
MAUREEN: Our poem uses handshapes 
from 1 to 10. 

LAUREEN: 
MAUREEN: 

LAUREEN: 
MAUREEN: 

1 meet 
Meet 

2 two of you 
Two of you 



LAUREEN: 
MAUREEN: 

LAUREEN: 
MAUREEN: 

LAUREEN: 
MAUREEN: 

LAUREEN: 
MAUREEN: 

LAUREEN: 
MAUREEN: 

LAUREEN: 
MAUREEN: 

LAUREEN: 
MAUREEN: 

LAUREEN: 
MAUREEN: 

3 Meno 
I said no 

4 Ignore me 
You ignored me 

5 You stubborn 
You were stubborn 

6 Worry 
I was worried 

7 Stuck 
I was feeling stuck 

8 Like, like 
I began to like you 

q Relationship (with you and me) 
We began to develop relationship 

10 Thumb up (good) 
Now we have good relationship 
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All are clapping and saying great. Once again, Tracy and Tracey try 
to kiss. The minister is looking frustrated as she wants them to kiss. 

TOM: Now, it's our turn to do a poem. I will 
use the handshape, n 1 n. 

TIM: Now, it's our tum to do a poem. He will 
use the handshape, n 1 n. 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TOM: 

Deaf 
Deaf 

Hearing 
Hearing 

Lead separate lives 
Leading separate lives 

Insul t, insul t 
Insulting each other 



I 
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TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

TOM: 
TIM: 

Fight, fight 
Fighting with each other 

Bored, bored 
Having nothing to do with each other 

Snob, snob 
Snubbing each other 

Lead separate lives 
Leading separate lives 

Meet 
Meeting with each other 

Talk, talk 
Having a good talk 

Discuss, discuss 
Discussing 

Understand, understand 
Understanding 

Deaf 
Deaf 

Hearing 
Hearing 

Same 
Same 

Friends 
Friends 
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Tom and Tim shake hands. Tracey closes her eyes and waits for her 
kiss but Tracy taps her on her shoulders. 

TRACY: I have a surprise for you. I 
wrote a poem for you. 



TRACEY: Really! I wrote one for 
you too! Why don't you go ahead 
and tell me yours. 

TRACY: Ok, it's ABC 
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A Love 
B None (blow on hand) 
C Search 
D Dream 
E Emotion 
F Fantasy 
G Putting ring on finger 
H French kissing 
I Imagination 
J Imagination 
K Dance 
L Fall in love 
M Happy 
N Funny· 
o Zero 
P Stuck 
Q Queen 
R Rose 
S Give 
T Tracey 
U Cute 
V Two of us 
W Wine 
X Toast 
Y Stay Together 
Z Forever 

TRACY: Do you like it? 

TRACEY: That's really beautiful! 
I wrote mine in ASL, too! 

TRACY: Wow, that's great. 
I'm sure it's beautiful, too! 
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TRACEY: 

A Love 
B Sweet 
C HoldHands 
D Friends 
E Engaged 
F Minister 
G Put ring on finger 
H Bow Tie 
I Line on pants 
J Line on pants 
K Good looking 
L Muscular 
M Sweet 
N Funny 
o Kiss 
P Perfect 
Q Brilliant (mind zoom) 
R Ready 
S Supportive 
T Tracy 
U Honorable 
V Two of us 
W Worry 
X Question??? 
Y Wrong 
Z Never 

TRACY: Wow, that's really 
beautiful. 

Tracy and Tracey kiss. 

CURTArn CALL 
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